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The Board of Trustees has approved the con-
cept for a new campus development plan that
includes replacement of administrative offices
destroyed in an April 1980 fire.
The master plan is intended to take care of the
college's facility needs in a number of academic
and student service areas as well as providing
new headquarters for administrative functions,
according to President Van Wylen.
The multi-phased plan features an innovative
earth-sheltered building which would link two
existing buildings on the Hope campus.
Fire last April 28 destroyed Van Raalte Hall,
the college's central administrative building.
The trustees subsequently directed that a com-
prehensive study be undertaken of physical plant
needs for the entire campus, including construc-
tion of new quarters for the adminstration . The
plan was developed by the architectural firm of
Alden B. Dow Associates, Inc. of Midland,
Mich.
The components of the master plan are:
1) Construction of an earth-sheltered building on
the site of the Carnegie-Schouten Gymnasium
2) Renovation of the existing DeWitt Center to
serve as a student, administrative and cultural
center 3) Renovation of the Sligh Building near
the corner of 13th Street and Columbia Avenue
to serve the art department and maintenance
staff 4) Expansion of the Van Zoeren Library to
serve a growing need for shelf and study space
and to house the college's computer.
The T rustees authorized the administration to
prepare working drawings and begin raising
funds needed for the earth-sheltered building,
DeWitt Center renovation and Sligh building
conversion. The total cost for these projects is
estimated to be $6.7 million.
The Trustees also directed that the design-
concept for expansion of the Van Zoeren library
be refined with the view toward identifying a
major donor for this project which is estimated to
cost $2.6 million.
"The expansion of the library is the most
important of these projects for the continued
academic vitality of the college," said President
Van Wylen. "We are therefore eager to move
forward on this project and will do so as soon as
the needed gifts have been received.”
The Trustees have stipulated that funds be
committed before any construction is started.
The Trustees have a policy that funds for
academic and administrative buildings must be
Photo of architect's model shows location of proposed underground building to existing campus. The Carnegie-Schouten gymnasium would be
razed, allowing underground building to link Phelps Hall with DeWitt Center. Model looks toward the east.
that students pay can be used in its entirety for
the ongoing operating expenses of the college.
The earth-sheltered building will total 46,000
square feet and house the economics and busi-
ness administration and education departments,
the college bookstore and areas for student use
such as lounges and study carrels.
Economics and business administration has
been the fastest growing area of study on the
Hope campus with one of four students graduat-
ing with a concentration in that field.
Faculty offices for the education department
were recently moved to a cottage on the campus
because Voorhees Hall, which is undergoing a
major renovation, will again be used as a resi-
dence for students.
"These departments serve a large portion of
our students with distinction and are in great
need of an improved teaching environment,"
said President Van Wylen.
The facility will connect with the DeWitt
Center and Phelps Hall affording students, fa-
culty and staff the opportunity to walk the
equivalent of a city block without going out-
doors.
The concept of an earth-sheltered building
was seleaed for a number of reasons, most nota-
bly because it will create more open area in the
core of the campus. The contour of the site is
such that maximum window area and natural
ventilation will be possible. The land above the
building will serve as a terrace for campus activi-
ties.
"This building, along with the decision not to
rebuild on the site of Van Raalte Hall, provides
for a considerable increase in the open area ancT
will greatly improve the aesthetics of Hope's
campus," said President Van Wylen.
President Van Wylen also noted that the pro-
posed site is the best location for serving the
college's students because of its proximity to a
majority of the residence halls.
He called the unique earth-sheltered concept
practical, noting that engineers have estimated
there will be approximately 40 percent savings in
energy consumption compared to an above-
ground structure with the same amount p*-
continued
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Renewed Spirit
Greets New Term
January 20 turned out to be an appropriate day
for Winter Convocation, for as President Gor-
don VanWylen said, it was a "day of new begin-
nings in many ways." Not only were the hos-
tages out of Iran, but a new U.S. president was
also being inaugurated.
Dr. VanWylen began his convocation address
by looking back at the successes of last semester.
The opening days of September found everyone
"still seeking to cope with the consequences of
the Van Raalte fire." However, with much hard
work and diligence "we came to the close of the
semester with much success."
A description of the events that will highlight
the now officially convened spring semester
seemed to promise more success.
The highlight of the spring semester will be
the annual Critical Issues Symposium. This year
the focus will be a subject of wide concern —
energy. Van Wylen encouraged the campus
community to take advantage of the "rich va-
riety of opportunities before us."
The Student Activities Committee and the So-
ciety for the Educated Eye are both responsible
for bringing to campus a series of films ranging
in subject from the recent box office favorite
"Breaking Away" to Bergman's "Autumn
Sonata," while the Great Performance Series has
scheduled an exciting line-up of events.
Three Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellows will
speak this semester. Early in February Simon
Bourgin, advisor for the United Nation Confer-
ence on Science and Technology, appeared on
campus while during the first week of April,
Margaret and Alexander Bearn, associate dean of
New York Law School and senior vice president
for Medical and Scientific Affairs respectively,
will visit campus.
Plans for future campus development were
also announced. Behind the proposals were three
primary concerns — function, economy, and
aesthetics. However, the renovations, according
to Dr. VanWylen, are "incidental to our real
mission."
Van Wylen expressed as a goal that Hope be a
Letters
To whom it may concern:
I would like to cast a vote in favor of the Alumni
Office dropping all forms of address in its mail-
ings, unless a specific form is requested, such as
Dr. or Rev. or Ph.D. I am in sympathy with the
author of the letter on this subject which ap-
peared in the Dec. 1980 News from Hope. At
Hope I received a largely non-sexist education.
Now, one year after graduation, my name has
disappeared from all mailings ! Please rectify this
mistake. Re-program your addressograph!
— Sharon Carnahan Gerber '79
Raleigh, N.G
I am the grandmother of a Hope College
graduate '79 (Margo Stephenson). In reading
your newspaper the other day, I thought I might
have a unique story you might care to publish.'
Margo married David Fowler, '78 graduate, in
May, 1979. David is from a long line of sons of
Charles and Claire Fowler of Katherine Lake,
N. Y. Their oldest son, Steve Fowler '74, married
college which "in a real sense is a community
were love prevails." He cautioned against falling
victim to today's "disposable society," where
not only objects are quickly discarded, but also
often "many of our relationships."
The Convocation address was followed by the
installation of Elton J. Bruins as the Evert J. and
Hattie E. Blekkink Professor of Religion. Dr.
Bruins said he views endowed chairs as one more
way of saying that "teaching and learning are
vital to Hope College" and that they serve as an
"excellent vehicle by which to remember our
heritage."
Enrollment Climbs
Enrollment for the second semester totals
2,350 students, according to Registration Huis-
ken.
The enrollment is up 50 students compared to
the second semester of the 1979-80 school year.
Enrollment during the first semester this year
was 2,464, an all-time high. There traditionally
is a decline in enrollment from the first to second
semesters because of mid-year graduation and
other reasons.
The student body is comprised of 1,102
women and 1,148 men. The enrollment by class
is: freshmen 563, sophomores 606, juniors 524,
seniors 487 and special students 170. There are
28 students enrolled in off-campus programs.
Dean Barnett, '73 graduate. Their next son, Paul
Fowler attended Hope for three years but took
his last year and degree from U of M. Then
Kenneth Fowler graduated in '76 from Hope. . . .
Now the fifth and last Fowler son, John, en-
tered Hope in 1980. . . .
It would seem to me this is a rather unusual
family story . . . Mr. and Mrs. Fowler . . . res-




Editor's Note: Since our last issue, yet
another unusual Hope family has been
brought to our attention. Last semester four
children of Bruce and Hettie Boundy of Hol-
land, Mich, were enrolled at Hope: David
(who graduated in December), sophomore
Mark, freshman Peter, and senior Susan. In
addition, David's wife, the former Holly
Warren, is a '78 graduate.
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Bruins First Blekkink Scholar
Dr. Elton J. Bruins has been designated the
first Blekkink Professor by the Board of Trus-
tees.
The Evert J. and Hattie E. Blekkink Professor-
ship of Religion or Education was created from
the bequest of the late Victor and Ruth Blekkink
in honor of their parents.
A member of the faculty since 1966, Dr.
Bruins is chairman of the religion department
and holds the rank of full professor. Dr. Bruins
was recognized during an all-college convocation
marking the start of the second semester.
The Blekkink Professor is selected on the basis
of a distinguished record as an outstanding
teacher, recognized scholarly contributions and
significant contributions to the overall mission
of the College.
The professorship is renewable annually for
up to 10 years. The award can be presented to a
member of either the religion or education de-
partment.
Dr. .Victor J. W. Blekkink died Feb. 27, 1979,
at the age of 91 following a distinguished career
as a minister of the Reformed Church in
America.
He graduated from Hope College in 1909 and
was presented an honorary Doctor of Divinity
degree from his alma mater in 1936. He served
three Reformed Church congregations during
his career, the last being the Reformed Church of
Cohoes, N.Y. from 1922-62.
His.wife, Agnes Stapelkamp, was a 1911 Hope
graduate.
Ruth Blekkink graduated from Hope College
in 1917 and taught in Michigan high schools all




Three biology students recently presented re-
search papers at the National Convention of Beta
Beta Beta, the national biology honorary soci-
ety, in Memphis, Tenn.
Suzanne VanDenBrink, a senior from
Kalamazoo, Mich, reported results of her study
of how the protozoa, Paramecium, recognizes
light and how it behaves in response to light;
James VandeWaa, a junior from Zeeland, Mich,
discussed heat resistance of the spores of a slime
mold from the Sonoran Desert of Arizona ; and
Janet Watson, a senior from Royal Oak, Mich,
reported on her study of the effectiveness of
copper sulfate in controlling populations of
snails which carry the pest which causes swim-
mers itch.
A panel of judges heard, the approximately 75
papers presented at the convention and awarded
VanDenBrink second place and Watson third
place in their sections of the national competition
for the Frank G. Brooks Award for Excellence in
Student Research.
VanDenBrink, who plans to do graduate work
in cellular and developmental biology, did her
work with Dr. Donald Cronkite; VandeWaa,
who plans graduate study in botany, worked
with Dr. Meredith Blackwell; and Watson
worked with Dr. Harvey Blankespoor and plans
to attend medical school.
Beta Beta Beta was founded in 1922 as an
undergraduate honor society in biology. The
group has nearly 300 chapters on campuses
throughout the United States and Puerto Rico.
Dr. Evert J. Blekkink had a distinguished
career within the Reformed Church, servingpas-
torates from 1886 to 1912 when he became Pro-
fessor of Systematic Theology at Western
Theological Seminary until his retirement in
1928. He also served as president of Western
Theological Seminary and president of the Gen-
eral Synod of the Reformed Church in America.
Hope College conferred an honorary Doctor of
Divinity upon him in 1919.
Dr. and Mrs. Blekkink died 10 days apart in
1948.
Dr. Bruins graduated from Hope in 1950,
earned divinity degrees from Western Theologi-
cal Seminary and the Ph.D. from New York
University.
He served Reformed Church congregations in
Elmsford, N.Y. and Flushing, N.Y. before join-
ing the Hope College faculty.
Dr. Bruins serves as chairman of the College's
Archives Committee and has been a faculty rep-
resentative on the College's Board of Trustees.
He is active in church and civic life serving as a
member of the Historical Commission of the
Reformed Church in America, chairman of the
Holland, Mich. HistoricalyCultural Commission
and vice-president of the Board of T rustees of the
Netherlands Museum in Holland, Mich.
Dr. Bruins is married to the former Elaine
Redeker who teaches fourth grade at Maplewood
School in Holland. They have two children who




Hope College was among 16 Michigan inde-
pendent colleges to be the direct benefiaaries of a
grant of $368,000 made to The Michigan Col-
leges Foundation (MCF) by the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation of Battle Creek, Mich.
Headquartered in Detroit, the MCF raises
funds from corporations and businesses to sup-
port member, independent, liberal arts colleges.
This annual effort involves local business, indus-
trial, and college leaders in the actual solicitation
of contributions.
Dr. John S. Lore, chief executive of the MCF,
said the commitment from the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation, covering the next two campaign
years of 1981 and 1982, is in the form of a
challenge incentive matching grant program.
"The Kellogg Foundation's generous sup-
port," said Dr. Lore, "will mean substantially
more money for Michigan private colleges in a
time of great need and a depressed economy."
Wondering About Hope?
News from Hope College strives to be informative and to keep readers abreast of what's happening at Hope
College. At the same time, we realize that we aren't answering all your questions — we realize that there are
probably many things you've always wanted to know about Hope but didn't know whom to ask.
This column is intended to provide a vehicle by which your questions are answered. The column follows the
familiar newspaper "action line" format — you are required to provide your name and address when you send in
a question, but this personal information will not be printed.
The editor reserves the right to select and edit questions for publication. Although all the questions we receive
may not be published, you will receive an answer by letter to each of your queries.
Your questions about Hope should be sent to Wondering About Hope, Office of Information Services, Hope
College, Holland, Mich. 49423. Remember, your name and address must be included.
Q. I remember some news reports of a year or two back about some Hope professors
who had discovered a cure for heavy metal poisoning. As I recall, the cure had been tested
on lab animals and was ready for human testing. What's happening with this research?
A. Dr. Jack Schubert, who headed the research, left the Hope faculty last spring. He is reportedly
continuing investigation into the treatment of metal poisoning as a faculty member at the Univer-
sity of Maryland. Shortly after the press had picked up on the original publication. Dr. Schubert
published an article in which it was announced that not all the results had been as dramatic as
had original! v been thou
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Campus Master1 _ _
Plan Approved
continued from page 1
square footage.
The college bookstore would be moved from, DeWitt to the earth-sheltered building. The
DeWitt Center, built in 1970, will continue to
serve the college's theatre department, but will
undergo a major remodeling to better serve stu-
dent needs as well as provide administrative of-_ fices.
Approximately 55 % of the 75,000 square foot
building will be available for re-assignment of
student and administrative uses. Space for stu-
dent activities will be concentrated on the lower
level, including an enlarged coffee shop (The
Kletz). Offices providing student services, such
as the dean of students, admissions, financial aid
and the registrar, will be located on the ground
level while the central administration, in-
cluding offices for the president, provost, busi-
ness office, development and college relations,
will occupy the upper level.
Since it was built in 1962, the Van Zoeren
Library has increased its collection from 55,000 to
190,000 books and its periodical subscriptions
from 300 to 1,200.
This growth created a need for additional
shelving which has resulted in a reduction in
seating availability . The library could accommo-
date up to 500 people when it was built, but there
is now room to serve only 300, according to
Harry Boonstra, director of libraries. Enroll-
ment has increased from 1,500 to 2,400 students
since 1962.
Aerial photo looking toward southeast shows area where initial stages of new campus development plan will concentrate. Photo also shows
proximity of Sligh building to campus.
The college's computing center is presently
located in the physics-mathematics building.
The center is located in an area previously used
for classrooms.
Officials point to the need for additional
classroom space campus- wide, noting that over
the past three to four years the college has lost
approximately 10 rooms for instruction pur-
Foundations Support Faculty Development
poses.
Last year Hope acquired the Sligh Furniture
Company building at 12th Street and Columbia
Avenue through a generous gift from Charles
Sligh, Jr. Sligh is building a new plant in the
city's industrial park which they will occupy
next summer.
The art department will be located in the Sligh
building while the college's maintenance staff
will use another portion of the facility.
Presently the art department and maintenance
staff are headquartered in the former Rusk build-
ing on 8th Street, approximately two blocks
from the main campus. Several studios and art
faculty offices also occupy other campus loca-
tions.
"The open spaces in the Sligh building lend
themselves perfectly to an art department," said
President Van Wylen. "Other colleges have suc-
cessfully converted factory buildings into appeal-
ing, functional art centers.
"While these plans will greatly enhance our
ability to serve students, we believe that they
will significantly support the efforts underway
by many people in the Holland community to
revitalize the central area of the city and main-
tain a strong and healthy downtown," President
Van Wylen concluded.
Hope College has been awarded a $150,000
challenge grant for faculty and curricular de-
velopment by The Andrew W. Mellon Founda-
tion of New York, N.Y. and The William and
Flora Hewlett Foundation of Menlo Park, Calif.
These grants are contingent upon Hope Col-
lege raising an additional $450,000 over the next
three years. The total amount of $600,000 will,
be placed in the College's endownment fund and
designated the "President's Discretionary
Fund." The income is to be used for institutional
renewal, primarily for faculty and curricular de-
velopment.
"These grants will play a vital role at Hope
College in the years ahead," said President Van
Wylen. "The concept of on-going self- renewal is
a very creative approach to addressing our con-
cern for the long-term strength and vitality of
Hope as a liberal arts college."
It is the second major grant awarded to Hope
by The Mellon Foundation. In 1974 the college
received a $160,000 grant for faculty develop-
ment. That grant allowed the college to
strengthen its faculty growth programs in a
number of areas.
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation is the
result of the consolidation in 1969 of Old Domin-
ion Foundation into Avalon Foundation with the
name of the latter being changed to The Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation. Avalon Foundation has
Tree Fund Buys Heifer
A bus to India, the Latino Ministry in Holland
and an impregnated heifer: what can they possi-
ble have in common? Each of the above is a part
of an effort to demonstrate the true meaning of
Christmas. Each year the Chaplains' Office and
the Ministry of Christ's People plan a service
project under the name of the Christmas Tree
Fund Drive. They collect contributions for a
needy recipient. Past gifts have included a bus
for people in India, donation to the Latino Minis-
try and this year the recipient is the Heifer Proj-
ect International. Students, faculty, administra-
tion and staff donated nearly $750, the cost of
one impregnated heifer.
Heifer Project International began in 1944
with 18 heifers given to needy families. Today it
has branched to its support of some 200 projects
in the United States and overseas. The heifer
been founded by Ailsa Mellon Bruce, daughter
of Andrew W. Mellon, in December 1940 as a
common law charitable trust. In 1954 it was
incorporated under the Membership Corpora-
tions Law of the State of New York. Old Domin-
ion Foundation had been established in 1941
under the laws of the Commonwealth' of
Virginia by Paul Mellon, son of Andrew W.
Mellon. The Foundation was named for Andrew
W. Mellon, a Pittsburgh financier who served as
Secretary of the Treasury from 1921 to 1932.
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
was formed in 1966. Mr. Hewlett was a co-
founder in 1939 of the Hewlett-Packard Co., a
leading manufacturer of electronics equipment.
"Hope College continues to affirm its com-
mitment to excellence," said President Van Wy-
len. "We recognize that accomplishing this in
the decades ahead will not only call for our best
efforts, but also for creativity, imagination and
vision through an on-going program of self-
renewal.
"Our most important resource is people," he
continued. "This grant will allow us to under-
take programs that directly relate to the profes-
sional development of faculty al;d staff."
Robert DeYoung, vice president of develop-
ment and college relations, acknowledged that
raising funds to match this challenge grant will
occur at the same time the College faces the
challenge of providing a facility to replace Van
Raalte Hall, which was destroyed by fire last
April.
"We have confidence, however, that many
alumni, friends and foundations will perceive
the strategic opportunity this challenge grant
provides for continued development of the excel-
lence of the college in the years ahead, and that
funds will be provided to achieve this goal," said
DeYoung.
project encompasses more than cows today. The
organization's "living gifts" include dairy goats,
sheep, hogs, beef cattle, poultry, rabbits and
even honey bees.
Heifer Project International animals are truly
living gifts. One heifer can cost between $750
and $1,000 but the returns are immeasurable.
This heifer can produce 20 quarts of milk a day
and one calf a year. This gift of life not only
provides milk but offers the family the ability to
help themselves and their community .
The gift that multiplies and goes on giving was
the goal of the 1980 Christmas Tree Fund Drive.
Hope student Lynne DeMoor agrees that the
project was a good choice; "I've always thought
it's best to help people learn and discover things
on their own. A little boost in the direction of
self-support through the H.P.I. could be very
The Board of Trustees has designated the area which was formerly 12th Street between College
and Columbia Avenues as a tribute to the Rev. Albertus C. Van Raalte, founder of Holland and
Hope College. A suitable memorial to Van Raalte will be constructed near 12th Street and
College Avenue. “It is important that each of us be reminded of the contributions of Albertus
C. Raalte and other pioneers in establishing Holland and Hope College/' said President Gordon
/. Van Wylen. “The loss by fire of Van Raalte Hall last spring has left our campus without
a suitable tribute to this great man." A committee, with help from a consultant, will design
an appropriate memorial. Despite the fire that destroyed Van Raalte Hall college officials were
4 campus scene <4^
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Van Raalte Fire Brings
Changes to DeWitt
by Colleen May
Several student organizations are now located in DeWitt Center lower level where bowling alleys
used to be.
“The building will be one of many moods,
• reflecting the varied services it will render and
demands that will be made upon it." Somewhat
prophetic in retrospect, this statement was ori-
nally made by Calvin A. Vander Werf in June of
1967 when he was president of Hope College.
The occasion was the announcement that the
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare would aid in the financing of the soon-
to-be-constructed DeWitt Cultural Center.
Vander Werf could not have been aware at the
time he made this statement of just how right he
woud prove to be. Indeed, due to last year's Van
Raalte Hall fire, the DeWitt Center has been
called on to serve many functions for which it
was not originally intended.
The DeWitt Student Center was part of a $10
million Master Plan adopted in the fall of 1966
by the Hope College Board of Trustees. Not only
did this plan include the construction of the De-
Witt Center, but it also provided for the building
of Dykstra Hall, an addition to the Nykerk Hall
of Music, and a new science building.
As is fitting for the construction of a student
center, many students chipped in to help raise
funds. By working as gas station attendants,
painters, and sales clerks, students raised over
$100,000 to donate to the project.
However, the administratioji building fire of
last spring changed DeWitt's image. Suddenly
there was a drastic need for office space. The
most logical and functional place was the DeWitt
Center. The moving and renovation began al-
most immediately, and the Student Center's
function shifted to that of a temporary adminis-
tration building.
This shift was accompanied by a number of
losses. The Pit is no longer available for Opus
readings and various other Student Activities
Committee (SAC) events. Most of these meet-
ings and events have been shifted down the hall
to the new student lounge — The Alley — located
in one comer of the old bowling alley. But The
Alley is still unfinished, and many students are
not yet aware of its existence. The ballroom has
also been lost, forcing SAC to move its Winter
Fantasia Dance to Grand Rapids and out of De-
Witt where it has been the previous few years.
Although students have lost much of what
they once had, in at least one instance they have
gained. In the basement, nestled in the sunken
area that once was the bowling alley is the newly
constructed Student Office Center. Opus, Mile-
stone, The Anchor, Student Congress, and SAC
have all been brought together from their former
offices, found in various spots across campus,
and have been reorganized in one centrally lo-
cated area.
The newly constructed student office area is
indeed impressive. Offices are separated by 80
inch partitions that, while keeping the offices
private and separate, do not detract from the
general feeling of unity and cooperation.
Notes Student Congress President Jon
Schmidt, "It's nice for me. I always get everyone
else's mail." Now, Schmidt has found, mail can
be easily directed to the proper person by simply
fipping it over the appropriate partition.
It seemed to be generally agreed by all the
student offices personnel that the mast positive
advantage of the new student offices is the in-
creased contact between groups. SAC had made
amazing progress in cooperating with the stu-
dent newspaper and now does much more
advertising of events than in the past.
Milestone is more easily made aware of different
student activities and can be on hand to take
pictures. Student Congress now has The Anchor
close enough at hand so that its proposals and
decisions can be communicated to the student
body with increased facility. It was also men-
tioned by more than one of the students that the
increased proximity to the administration offices
and the Word Processing Center is also a positive
result of the DeWitt adaptations.
Little protest has been heard from students
over the recent changes in theDeWitt Center — a
. building students once demonstrated for on the
President's House lawn — with the exception of a
handful of irate bowlers. This is due either to a
general sympathy for the predicament the fire
put the administration in, or perhaps to an
apathy problem. Schmidt alluded to this when
he noted: "Guess that's 1980 students as com-
pared to 1970 or '60 students."
Whichever is the case, plans for a new admin-
istration building are already circulating. As for
the Student Office Center, it probably should
have existed in its collective form a number of
years ago. Now that it is in advantageous ar-
rangement, hopefully it will stay that way. In-
deed, some good can come from bad.
Oak Ridge Semester Offers Hands-on Experience
Between 1942 and 1945 a city was formed in
the foothills of the Cumberland Mountains in
eastern Tennessee. Like every city built before
this one, there was a purpose for its construc-
tion. But this city was not established because it
would become on an advantageous seaport, or
because it had been the location of a particularly
succussful trading post, or for any other simi-
larly mundane reason. This city was constructed
for one, far-from-ambiguous purpose — the
production of uranium for use in the construc-
tion of the atom bomb.
Into this city, christened Oak Ridge, came
brilliant scientists from all over the world. From
Fort Knox arrived silver bars to be melted down
and formed into a magnet large enough and
powerful enough to split the atom. Indeed it was
here that the desired chain reaction necessary for
the explosion of the bomb first happened.
Oak Ridge is much different now than it was
during the World War II years, but its impor-
tance as a national center of research and de-
velopment is still monumental. Today it is the
official home of the United States Department of
Energy as well as the federally funded Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. At this lab, operated by the
Union Carbide Corporation, research is done in
four basic areas: fission-energy development,
biomedical and environmental research, basic-
energy sciences, and magnetic fusion energy.
There is also ongoing research in such fields as
fossil energy and conservation, solar and geoth-
ermal energy, and the development of mea-
surement and control systems.
Each summer, the United States Department
of Energy (DOE) sponsors a student research
program, administered through Oak Ridge As-
sociated Universities. This ten week opportunity
is similar in many ways to the Oak Ridge Semes-
ter offered during the regular academic year
through the Great Lakes Colleges Association
and the Associated Colleges of the Midwest. It
is most significantly different in the actual
academic requirement. Whereas Oak Ridge
Semester incorporates both classroom and on-
the-job experience, the Oak Ridge Summer Pro-
gram is primarily a research engagement.
This past summer, Kathryn A. Lowe, a Hope
senior, traveled to Oak Ridge to participate in the
Student Research Program. Due to her academic
excellence and prior coursework, this computer
science/math major was selected to be one of the
100 chosen for this opportunity. During her ap-
pointment Lowe utilized both her computer and
math background in analyzing performance and
safety data on nuclear reactor systems. It was her
duty to study particular formulas and put them
into a form that could be fed into the computer.
As is typical with much research, the work she
did was tied into a much larger project.
For Lowe the summer greatly helped to sol-
idify her career plans, although not until much
later in the year. Before the program and even
immediately after, Lowe was still not sure what
she wanted to do with a computer sdence/math
background. After all, Lowe said Oak Ridge pro-
vided her with some different ideas of what she
could do within her field. According to Lowe she
saw "those lands of opportunities you never see
otherwise. " Some time after her return to Hope
she made the decision to pursue her Ph.D. in
math.
What Lowe participated in was "not just a
classroom experience ... but a real on the job
experience. " She worked a 35 hour week and was
allowed some flexibility in selecting her hours. A
weekly stipend also provided extra incentive.
In these post- Three Mile Island times, it is
almost impossible to discuss nuclear energy
without considering the safety implications in-
volved. Since Lowe was directly involved in the
analysis of safety data her opinion was of particu-
lar interest. While at Oak Ridge she believed
nuclear energy to be a very necessary source of
power. However, a class in human ecology taken
upon Lowe's return to Hope served to modify
her opinion, Her stand today? "It can do some
good, but you have to be careful."
The Oak Ridge Program, like other such off-
campus semesters offered at Hope, is an invalu-
able opportunity to almost any student. Kathy
Lowe had the chance to test out a job that was
clearly related to her academic studies while still
an undergraduate, and the result was a clear
















What is it like to be an engineer in space
exploration ? That was the seemingly simple
question I was asked to discuss in this arti-
cle. The more I thought about the question,
the less sure I was that I could answer it. My
work as an engineer has brought me much
pleasure over the years, but like many
technical fields it is full of jargon and inside
stories. To many outsiders, engineering can
appear to be an arcane craft. But enough
excuses — let me tell my story now.
Before I came to Hope in 1978 1 spent the
prior nine years working at the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif. My
work was the stress and vibration analysis
of spacecraft and other structures. Once a
spacecraft is released from the booster
rocket and is cruising through space, the
forces acting on it are very small (unless it
is hit by a large asteroid!), so mostly we
worried about the stresses produced by the
launch itself.
In most industries the engineers design a
structure, calculate the stresses, and then
build a prototype which is subjected to tests.
Unfortunately the high cost of spacecraft
launches requires that the very first launch
must be a successful flight of the complete
spacecraft. To meet this severe requirement
a detailed computer model of the spacecraft
is created and the various static and
dynamic loads on the spacecraft are simu-
lated on the computer. A typical analysis of
spacecraft loads required six hours of com-
puter time and cost about $1500.
As a sidelight, I should mention that this
method of analyzing structures (called the
finite element method) is now being very
widely used in many other industries. I
have used it to analyze dental implants
(tooth replacements), artificial hip joints,
buildings, automobile components, and
complete automobiles: In fact, the automo-
tive industry would find it nearly impossi-
ble to reduce the size and weight of their
cars as rapidly as they are now doing if it
were not for this method. The most widely
used computer program for this analysis
was developed by NASA and is available to
anyone for a nominal fee.
While I worked on many projects at JPL
certainly the most well known is the Voy-
ager project. Two spacecrafts were built and
launched in 1977. They passed Jupiter in
March and July of 1979. Voyager 1 passed
Saturn in November, 1980, while Voyager
2 will encounter Saturn in August, 1981.
One of the most satisfying areas of en-
gineering to me is to see devices that I have
worked on being used successfully. In the
automotive industry we could see our suc-
cesses (and failures!) around us daily. Even
though my work on Voyager was com-
pleted in 1977, it is very rewarding to watch
the news coverage as it continues its mis-
sion. One of the American tire manufactur-
ers has even introduced a tire that it calls the
Voyager!
Rarely does any significant engineering
project move smoothly from conception to
construction and use. Voyager was cer-
tainly no exception to this, and we had a
number of real problems, which became
This computer-assembled two-image mosaic of Saturn's rings, taken by NASA's Voyager 1 on
November 6, 1980 at a range of 5 million miles, shows approximately 95 individual concentric
features in the rings. The extraordinarily complex structure of the rings can easily be seen
across the entire span of the ring system.
Photo courtesy NASA
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amusing only after some time had passed. A
former pastor defined humor as tragedy
plus time, and in many cases that seems to
be true.
My major responsibility on Voyager was
the analysis of the antenna. This antenna is
the largest rigid antenna ever flown by the
U.S. It is 12 feet in diameter and yet, be-
cause of the advanced materials and con-
struction, it weighs only about 100 pounds.
The antenna is of honeycomb design, two
face sheets separated by a low density core.
This type of construction is remarkably
strong and rigid. The face sheets are made
of graphite fibers in a plastic, while the core
is aluminum honeycomb.
The antenna was constructed for JPL by
another company, who shall remain name-
less. While this company has a great deal of
experience in these materials, we managed
to get into trouble with them easily
enough !
The shape of an antenna is a paraboloid,
and to build the antenna in this shape a
mold was first machined. A release film was
placed over the mold (much like Teflon on a
pan) to allow the mold to be separated from
the antenna later. Then the antenna was
built up over the mold and baked in a large
oven to cure it. What nobody knew at that
time was that over the extended time and
temperatures used, the release film turned
into a glue! There were some rather red
the mold.
Later we had occasion to be thankful for
the very low weight of the antenna. The
technicians had suspended the antenna
from the ceiling using a tumbuckle. As they
were working under the antenna they kept
rotating it for access. As the antenna rotated
the turnbuckle unscrewed until finally the
antenna came crashing down on the three
men under it. Since the antenna weighed
less than 100 pounds no harm was done to
the men or the antenna. At this point the
JPL people were wondering what else could
go wrong.
From then we had few significant prob-
lems. The highlight of this period was the
final test. While we used computer analysis
for the design, we were still careful to run
various tests before launch. The primary
test consisted of introducing the expected
launch vibrations at the base of the antenna.
Even though I had done the analysis and
knew what to expect, it was still very im-
pressive to see such a large structure vibrat-
ing so dramatically. If an ant were standing
on the rim of the antenna during the test the
vibration he would experience would be so
intense that he would feel a force of over 30
times his body weight!
When I got back to JPL after the test I had
a rather unwelcome surprise. I had left my
car at the airport on a Wednesday for the
test, but we hadn't finished by Friday.
work through the weekend, finally finish-
ing late Sunday afternoon. Back at JPL I
found that by working through the
weekend (without extra pay) I had left my
car at the airport beyond the allowable
period, and the JPL bureaucracy didn't want
to pay the full parking fee. To collect my $2
I had to write a memo to explain the situa-
tion. I suppose that by the time the memo
was typed, circulated, and filed my $2 must
have cost JPL $35.
After working so hard on Voyager for
two years our family took an extended vaca-
tion in 1977, touring through much of the
U . S . As a part of the trip we planned to be at
the Kennedy Space Center on August 20 for
the first Voyager launch. Since this was an
unusual Saturday launch, they had a huge
crowd, the largest ever, at the center. In fact
our tour bus was unable to get to the
visitors' area so we just pulled into a parking
lot to watch the launch. Fortunately, every-
thing that I had worked on performed as
planned, so we continued our vacation with
peace of mind.
The next year, 1978, 1 came to Hope to
provide the opportunity of engineering
courses for the College's students. I am
often asked why I came to Hope. The an-
swer lies in the education that Hope pro-
vides. Society in general is faced with some
very difficult issues at this time, and these
will likely continue for some time.
Technology is an intimate part of many of
these problems, and their solutions. As a
result, engineers are now faced with prob-
lems having a larger scope than they were
trained to handle, as the problems are no
longer purely technical in nature. Hope
provides the broader background that to-
morrow's engineer needs in. answering the
challenges. Even when the various public
and private technical schools have courses
in ethics or other aspects of modem en-
gineering they are not able to integrate the
spiritual dimension that Hope can.
Not only have I enjoyed my years in
engineering, both in the space program and
elsewhere, but I believe it helps in the teach-
ing of engineering. Most people can grasp
an abstract theory better if it is applied to
something concrete, and my experiences
have provided many illustrations.
Even after coming to Hope I have been
able to continue my association with JPL.
Last year JPL invited me to spend the sum-
mer working on an instrument (the Wide
Field and Planetary Camera) which is a part
of the Space Telescope project. I really en-
joyed the chance to work on a project like
this and to renew friendships. Not too
many people have heard of the Space Tele-
scope yet, as it is not scheduled to be
launched for a couple of years. Like many
other projects, it is waiting for the Space
Shuttle to become operational. The Space
Telescope is 14 feet in diameter, 43 feet
long, and weighs 20,000 pounds. The re-
sults will probably not be as spectacular as
those of Voyager, but I am sure they will
have as much scientific impact.
I hope you have enjoyed a glimpse of
space engineering. Like all fields of human
endeavor, it has its high times and its low
times, but most people working in it enjoy
it. Some people attempt to justify the space
vniiprogram on the basis of the spin-offs wh ch
have helped in everyday life, but to me the
most important aspect is simply to occa-
sionally lift our eyes above our troubles to
see the majesty and wonder of the universe
around us. As David put it so well many
years ago, "When I look at thy heavens, the
work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars
which thou hast established; what is man
that thou art mindful of him, and the son of
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6 coming events
Duo pianists ]oan Conway and Charles Aschbrenner, associate professors of music at Hope,
will be featured in concert Sunday, March 8 at 4 p.m. in Wichers Auditorium of the Nykerk
Hall of Music. The pair have been performing together for 10 years. Earlier this year they
performed for the state convention of the Michigan Music Teachers Association.
Alumni Day ‘81
May 9
Reunions for the following classes will be held.
1931 Dr. Willard Wichers, chairperson
1936 Betty Goehner Boven and Helena Visscher Winter, co-chairpersons
1941 Jack and Phyllis Newcastle Jalving, co-chairpersons
1946 Elaine Bielefeld Walchenbach, chairperson
1951 Lucella Rozeboom Mulder, chairperson
1956 Marianne Wierks Van Eenenaam, chairperson
1961 Judy Eastman Faber, chairperson
1966 Karen Dryfhout DeBoer, chairperson
4 p.m. Fifty Year Circle Meeting, Van Vleck Hall
4 p.m. Re-dedication of Van Vleck Hall
5:30 p.m. Punch, Phelps Patio
6 p.m. Annual Alumni Banquet, Phelps Hall
Presentation of Distinguished Alumni Awards
Banquet tickets available for $7 from Alumni Office.
A limited amount of lodging will be available in Voorhees Hall for persons attending
Alumni Day and/or Commencement activities. Contact the Alumni Office for reservations.
81-82 Academic Calendar
Fall Semester Spring Semester
August 28 Faculty Conference January 10 Residence Halls Open, 12 Noon
August 29 Residence Halls Open, 8 a.m. January 11 Registration for New Students
August 29 Freshman Orientation Begins January 12 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.
August 29-31 Freshman Orientation February 15 Winter Recess Begins, 8 a.m.
September 1 Late Registration February 17 Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
September 1 Classes Begin 8 a.m.. Formal March 11 Critical Issues Symposium Day
Convocation (evening) March 19 Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
September 7 Classes in Session (Labor Day) March 30 Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
October 9-11 Homecoming Weekend April 12-16 Registration for Fall Semester
October 14 Fall Recess Begins, 6 p.m. 1982-83
October 19 Fall Recess Ends, 8 a.m. April 30 May Day; Classes Dismissed
November 6-8 Parents' Weekend at 12:30 p.m.
November 26 Thanksgiving Recess Begins, May 3-7 Semester Examinations
8 a.m. May 8 Alumni Day
November 30 Thankgiving Recess Ends, 8 a.m. May 9 Baccalaureate and Commencement
Nov. 30-Dec. 4 Registration for Spring
Semester 1982 May Term, May 10-28
December 11 Last Day of Classes June Term, May 31-June 18
Arts Calendar
FEBRUARY
20 Workshop: Colin Carr, cellist; Wichers Aud., 3:30 p.m.
22 Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
24 Great Performance Series: Metropolitan Brass Quintet; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
27 Senior Recital: Betty Peterson, soprano & Nancy Ritchie, violist; Wichers Aud. , 8 p.m.
MARCH
5 Hope College Orchestra Concert; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
6 Guest Recital: Edna Ter Molen, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
6-7 Theatre Production: "The Crucible", DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
7 Senior Recital: Terri Whimey, soprano; Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
8 Faculty Recital: Conway & Aschbrenner, duo pianists; Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
10-14 Theatre Production: "The Crucible", DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
12 Music Department, Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
13 March Festival '81: Chamber Music Recital; Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
13 March Festival '81: Western Michigan University Chorale & The Golden Quartet;
Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
14 March Festival '81 : Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra Philharmonic & Holland Com-
munity Chorale; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
15 Faculty Chamber Music Concert, Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
16 Senior Recital: Lori Nevjezer, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
17 Guest Recital: Kathryn Mason, pianist, Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
APRIL
4 Great Performance Series: Texas Opera Theatre; Holland Civic Center, 8 p.m.
9 Music Department Student Recital; Wichers Aud., 7 p.m.
9-11 Dance Production: Dance VII, Main Theatre, DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
10 Senior Recital: Susan Ward, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
12 Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
12 Hop College Chorus Concert: "The Passion according to St. Matthew" by Heinrich
Schiitz: Dimnent Chapel, 8:30 p.m.
13 Senior Recital: Michael Eldridge, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
14 Hope College Band & Collegium Musicum; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
16 Senior Recital: Judith Canning, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
18 Senior Recital: Patricia Pratt, organist & John Gumpper, baritone; Dimnent Chapel, 8
p.m.
20 Workshop: Music By Three; Snow Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
21 Great Performance Series: Music By Three; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
23 Music Department Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
24 Senior Recital: Susan Van Dop, pianist, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
24-25 Theatre Production: "Rhinoceros", DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
25 Guest Recital: Holger van Bargen, bariton & Anthony Kooiker, pianist ; Wichers Aud. , 8
p.m.
26 Hope College Chapel Choir Concert, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
28 Senior Recital: Roger Roelofs, pianist; Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
28-30 Theatre Production: "Rhinoceros"; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
30 Hope College Orchestra & Symphonette Concert, featuring winners of the concerto
contest; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
MAY
1-2 Theatre Production: "Rhinoceros"; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
1-2 Opera Scenes; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
3 Senior Recital: Thomas Gouwens, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 4 p.m.
13-16 Tulip Time Recitals; Dimnent Chapel. Twenty minute programs given every half hour
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For further information contact Hope College 616/392-5111
Hope College Music Department: — ext. 3110











































Sunday, March 22 a.m.
Christ Community Reformed
Denver, Colorado

















Sunday, March 29 a.m.
Crystal Cathedral
Garden Grove, Calif.
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Religious Life: The Faculty Influence
Iflr News from Hone Collepp is nu/j/i-i/jmff u ___ __ 1;~: ____ J: ____ : __ ____ l ..... --  ___This year p ge p bl shing
a series of articles on the topic, "The State of
Religion on Campus." In the first article two
students considered Hope's Christian commit-
ment from two very different perspectives. Next
_we presented the work of the Chaplains' Office.
This issue considers the subject from the faculty
point of view. Final segments of the series will
feature the opinions of top administrators and
some people not associated with the College —
RCA clergymen and analysts of American
higher education.
by Eileen Beyer
"The religious dimension is a central aspect ofv Hope." That's what the College catalog states
each year on one of the 65-or-so pages devoted to
conveying some sense of what makes Hope dis-
tinctive in the vast array of educational oppor-
tunities available in this country.
Although much care has been put into this
r _ section of the catalog, it is directed primarily to
prospective students. Once admitted, most Hope
students skim these pages to see the photographs
and then go on to refer to the catalog's more
nitty-gritty information relating to campus
life — course listings, financial aid opportunities,
or how to spell their new professor's last name.
| .. Words in the catalog do not a Christian college
make.
Indeed, on numerous occasions Hope presi-
dent Gordon J. Van Wylen has stated that the
real mission of Hope directly relates to what
takes place in the hearts and minds of students
while they are on campus — things that often do
not easily lend themselves to words. Whatever
happens to a student's life while he or she is at
Hope generally is the result of day-to-day expo-
sures which, over the course of four years, string
themselves together in particular, if sometimes
haphazard, ways. And, as any student soon
learns, it is the faculty that most influences the
everydays of a campus. And if the religious di-
mension is a central aspect of Hope, then it is the
faculty more than anything or anyone else that
really makes it so.
One professor chooses a memorable image to
describe this role: "What it means to be a Chris-
tian college is this: somewhere in the further
reaches of the attics, loosely chained, are the old
dogs — the faculty — who growl in the night.
What they say and how they act determine the
nature of the college . . ."
If professors are indeed the main effectors of
Hope's religious milieu, how important a factor
was Hope's religious dimension in their deci-
sions to join the faculty? Approximately 58 per-
cent of those who responded to a News from
Hope College questionnaire said that Hope's
Christian character played an important role in
their decision to come to Hope as faculty mem-
bers.
"I wanted to work in this setting, collaborate
with Christian colleagues and contribute to the
lives of students oriented generally to Christian
beliefs and values — helping them mature and
grow in the Christian framework," commented
one faculty member.
"Hope struck me as the perfect mean between
the extremes of narrow dogmatism seen in some
Christian colleges and the secularism of the
other public and private schools," noted
another.
Several professors said they had felt "called"
to work in Christian higher education, in much
the same way clergy presumably feel called to
their vocations. A number of respondents voiced
a close identification with the Reformed Church
of America, the denomination with which Hope
is affiliated, and said this tie caused them to seek
positions at Hope.
"I was bom and raised in the Reformed
Church, My family, historically, \yas strong in
its support of Hope. 1 desired to contribute to
Hope's Christian stance."
In contrast, other faculty members' interest in
Hope was based primarily on its reputation as an
academically sound liberal arts college. "I had
never heard of a Reformed Church before. I
thought RCA was the Radio Corporation of
jickly rmWT1™’" on.e respondent stated.
•r only a month tofej}em^ers noted tha‘ theV had
ope m nmes ofedancine _ 1L eme
Hope's religious dimension may have affected
their decisions to accept jobs here, it was not the
primary motivation in applying.
"I was fortunate that Hope considered me,"
one commented. "The year I was applying for
jobs, over 500 people in my field were investigat-
ing 21 job listings at colleges and universities
across the continent." "It was a job!" another
said, with no attempts to camouflage the essence
of Hope's attractiveness for him/her.
Once here, has Hope's Christian character
caused faculty members to teach differently than
they would at a non-Christian institution?
Slightly over half of the questionnaire respon-
dents stated that their teaching methods were
unaffected by Hope's religious affiliation.
"Hope is, first, an institution of higher learn-
ing. To make it successful in this is my perceived
and professed goal. It is what I get paid for. I do
not get paid, or ought not to, for being a Chris-
tian . . . ," one faculty member stated.
Many commented that they believed, their
Christianity should not be adjusted to locale:
"My Christian faith is a context from which
all facts of life and expression emanate. This is
not governed by time or place. It is an attitude or
direction of life-view that permeates teaching
wherever it is expressed," were one respondent's
comments. "Perhaps I teach differently because
I am a Christian, but not because Hope is a
Christian college. I would teach the same any-
where," was another's way of answering the
question.
Several faculty members said that Hope's
church affiliation caused them to have certain
expectations of students: "... I assume certain
dispositions on the part of the students — that
they have a commitment, say to truth beyond
their own search for wealth and comfort."
Another noted, "The advantage of teaching lit-
erature at a Christian college is that one need not
lay as much groundwork in teaching Dante, Mil-
ton or other Christian authors; one can also
assume that religious matters are of some impor-
tance to the students. On the other hand, many
students tend immediately to write off as unim-
portant writers who are not Christian (or Chris-
tian in a way the students recognize) ; I'm afraid
a good deal of the passivity of students, at least in
humanities courses, results from their belief that
they have already answered all the important
existential questions, that 'as Christians' they
have nothing important left to learn."
Others felt they had more freedom at Hope
than they would at a secular institution.
"I am free to make ethical applications within
the subject matter. I suspect that this would be
discouraged in a public institution." Another
stated: "Although much of the course content/
material of most of my courses would be similar
at a non-Christian institution, at Hope College. I
am no doubt more explicit and intentional in
terms of introducing and applying my Christian
beliefs and perspectives regarding what I teach."
How important is it to faculty members that
students know their beliefs ? Slightly over half of
the faculty who responded to our questionnaire
considered this an important priority.
"Students have a right to know 'where you're
coming from,' since hidden agendae can be
dangerous to the uninformed. Beliefs are con-
veyed by attitudes toward class material,
through explicit statement, and through the way
the teacher relates to the student."
"I do not presume that faculty members are
going to 'catechise' the students, but one should
not shirk from identifying oneself as a Christian
when the opportunity presents itself. One excel-
lent way is to encourage chapel attendance, and
attend oneself."
Another comment: "I see no reason to adver-
tise one's beliefs or impose them on students if
they are not interested; the teacher's personality
should probably be subordinate, if possible, to
his material. But I think it is important that
students see us not as divine oracles but as
human beings, struggling and imperfect and
prejudiced; that they realize that everyone
speaks from a certain perspective ; that students
therefore realize the need to develop their own
critical sensibility. They have a right to judge
what we say by what we are or believe ourselves
to be."
From a differing perspective, one respondent
cussions of only things academic, not private
matters such as religious beliefs: "If a student
wants to know my beliefs, and asks me about
them privately. I'll be happy to discuss the mat-
ter. But I won't take the initiative, and I'd rather
not discuss my beliefs in a classroom' setting."
Another, surprisingly enough, said she re-
sisted announcing political beliefs but "with re-
ligious beliefs, it depends on the class."
Faculty agreed two-to-one that an individual's
system of beliefs and personal lifestyle should be
considered in matters of hiring, promotion, te-
nure, etc., although many stated that the ques-
tion should have been broken down into two
separate areas — hiring and tenure — and not
asked as one question. At the same time, over 68
percent said they believed that non-Christians
have a place on the Hope faculty.
"What is faith all about if it cannot stand up to
opposing viewpoints?" asked one. "Given
Hope's definition and dedication, it needn't be-
come a mecca for non-Christians," offered
another. "At the same time, the intellectual life
of the campus and the overriding purpose of the
institution would suffer if we excluded all non-
Christians. Confident and willing people could
discover the proper balance."
Another professor expressed this point of
view: "As Milton said, T cannot praise a fugitive
and cloistered virtue. ' It is possible to become too
'cloistered' at Hope — to be so doctrinally
homogeneous that we loose the capacity for
self-criticism. Other alien points of view are a
tonic contributing to the health of the faithful,
by sharpening our own beliefs and helping us
avoid parochialism."
Similarly, another stated: "... Their (non-
Christians') presence reminds us that much of
the world does not believe as many of us do ; that
faith, no matter how inseparable from heredity
or environment, is not a fact of existence but a
choice; that like all our human brothers and
sisters we too are groping among mysteries ; that
faith has meaning only when it is in a constant
dialectical tension with doubt."
While many acknowledged a role for non-
Christians at Hope, most faculty respondents
expressed the opinion in comments that the
majority of the faculty should be Christian.
'The history of the church-sponsored college
Asked what elements or tharacteri sties they
considered to be most important to Hope's
Christian identity, Hope faculty responded with
thought-provoking diversity.
"A visible worshipping Christian community
on campus. A clear and active relationship to the
Church. A concern and interest among all fa-
culty members in theology."
"First of all, a genuine concern for the persons
we as faculty encounter in our classes; not
merely making them more knowledgeable in our
particular disciplines, but encouraging them and
giving them the opportunity to develop as indi-
viduals to better serve God and their fellow-
men.
"The diversity and freedom of religious
expression — and willingness to let Christian
faith stand thetests of intellect, disinterest, out-
right opposition. Having a large majority of fa-
culty and administration committed to Christian
life."
"A community which welcomes diversity
without sacrificing the acknowledgement of the
authority of the Christian tradition. The stress
on values within the disciplines and professions.
A faculty of 'pastors.'"
"Imitation of Christ. Caritas: an unqualified
love and sympathy toward our students and col-
leagues as brothers and sisters in the human
condition, as persons for whom Christ died, as
inviolable in themselves and not threats to our
security or objects to be manipulated. A willing-
ness to champion the poor and the op-
pressed . . ."
"Belief in the individual's capacity for change;
and a consequent belief in society's capacity for
change and for being directed."
The tendency, when administering question-
naires, is to seek conclusions. What's the state of
religion at Hope as it applies to and is interpreted
by the faculty? Our survey indicated nothing
even approaching a consensus of opinion in any
of the areas of questioning. One professor
pointed out that throughout Hope's history,
more than one interpretation of what it means to
be "a Christian college" always has existed on
campus. "I would hope we would never publish a
single doctrinal creed which everyone would —
or could — subscribe to," the respondent added.
Our questionnaire was composed not by a
makes it clear that unless the faculty is made up social scientist seeking absolutes in percentages.
i
predominantly of committed Christians the col-
lege loses its Christian character. I would not
prefer piety over competence, but I do- not be-
lieve it is necessary to choose between these,"
said one.
Several suggested that non-Christians be
hired only for short-term teaching assignments.
These faculty should be hired "for the expressed
purpose of having such a voice or witness present
on campus," one faculty member stated. "I have
in mind the explicit hiring of a Jewish scholar, a
Buddhist scholar, a resident atheist, etc."
As if in dialogue with the above, another fa-
culty member stated: "The argument that a
Moslem can represent/teach Moslemism better
than a non-Moslem seems to me hogwash. I
believe that a wise and studious capitalist can
teach socialism, that a Christian can teach
Mohammedism, and that a Jew can teach Chris-
tianity. It might be argued that it would be 'a
broadening experience' for ou r faculty to include
non-Christians, but I'm not much impressed by
that argument. Both faculty and students are
0 ------------ | --- ------ O '
but by a journalist used to asking questions in a
face-to-face format where clarification is as easy
as rephrasing the question. As a result, some of
the questions were not as finely honed as they
might have been. Moreover, the questionnaire
was long and distributed at a bad time of the year
for faculty members — just a few weeks before
the end of the first semester. Despite all of this,
69 professors responded (out of 150 who were
sent the survey). This rate of response is at least
twice that of any previous questionnaire distrib-
uted to the faculty for the purpose of soliciting
information fora News from Hope College arti-
cle. Most of the questionnaires came back to us
with thoughtful, well developed answers, indic-
ating that considerable time and thought had
been put into the task. We can only conclude that
many Hope professors are deeply interested in
the College's religious dimension and give care-
ful, independent attention to its implications for
them in their professional and personal lives as
teachers and scholars.
Perhaps the response to our questionnaire has
^nceT
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From the Big T ulip to the
The songwriter tells us that It's up to New York. Tee-
shirts and bumper stickers across the country tell us that
many people, (heartily) love New York. The magazine
named after it (despite the order of things one sometimes
suspects the editors would have us believe) tells us that
the talk of its town is destined to become the talk of all
towns. Some of the people who visit there tell us that it's
a great place to visit but you wouldn't want to live there.
Some of the other people who visit there tell us that it's
probably a great place to live but you wouldn't want to
visit there.
We decided to ask the people who live there.
Hope alumna SuElyn Charnesky '76, media specialist
with Burson-Marsteller Public Relations, recently inter-
viewed several young, New York City alumni to find out
about their lives in the city of celebrated ambiance. Photo-
graphs by SuElyn Charnesky and Tobey Sanford '72.
Ken Walz
Ken Walz '66 is plugging up his ears to the
siren song of the West. An independent televi-
sion producer, he acknowledges that, for all prac-
tical purposes, he should be living in California,
the center of his industry. "I have always loved
the energy and excitement of New York," Ken
says, "and although my agents are pressuring
me to move, I'm going to resist until the very
end!"
During the past months Ken has been working
on the biggest project of his career to date: pro-
ducing a mini-series for NBC on the lives of
former Alabama Governor George Wallace and
his wife Cornelia. The young producer, who
sayS one of his best abilities is judging talent, has
entered the project with high hopes of its becom-
ing the land of production that gets nominated
for Emmie awards.
Ken's work has been getting wide exposure
this year. Last summer he traveled to Napal and
Norway to produce several segments for/'The
American Sportsman," a regular Saturday fea-
ture on ABC television. These segments began
to air in January. His recent credits also include
the production of a group of 27 minute-long
programs featuring members of the Baseball
Hall of Fame. These programs were shown on
NBC's "7th Inning Stretch" during the 1980
season.
Ken's producing experiences have included
television, feature films, industrial and promo-
tion films, and TV commercials. He has worked
with stars including Shelly Hack, E. G. Mar-
shall, Orson Welles, Margaux Hemmingway
and dozens of marquee drop-ins. "Everything
I've ever done has been with a big star. I never
produced anything, say on how typewriters
work. I think it's more fun to work with stars. . . .
They're interesting people, and your work is
automatically more impressive — it gets more
attention."
Ken says his work with Lee Strasberg was
particularly memorable because it included a
three-hour interview. He remembers Mick Jag-
ger and Bette Midler as the "most colorful" stars
with whom he's worked, and Shelly Hack as
"the most professional because of what we put
her through" — crossing the Napal countryside
during early morning hours in landrovers or on
elephantback.
After graduating from Hope, Ken went East as
an advertising account executive, working for
two big firms (accounts included such familiars
as Contac Cold Capsules, Sine-Off, Frito Corn
Chips and TWA) . Ken says he drifted into adver-
tising naturally, having grown up in
Connecticut — "the place is full of advertisers."
Four years later, in 1970, looking for a less struc-
tured and more creative line of work, he became
a rock concert producer, handling live concerts at
colleges and other spots in the Northwest and
Midwest and featuring acts which included The
Grateful Dead, Richie Havens, Mountain, Elton
John and Melanie. After a year, he began work-
ing with film.
Although he describes his profession as "a
problem- ridden business from beginning to
end," Ken says he has learned to live with the
mishaps ("a zillion a day") by keeping his focus
on what he calls the bottom line: a quality prod-
uct. This focus has resulted in his successes in the
highly competitive and time-consuming role of
the free-lancer. He says the best people in the
film industry nowadays are independents and
that the days of the studios maintaining huge
staffs is over.
Carol Anderson works at a gallery.
prenticing, Eric assisted the stage manager by
collecting the props for Whose Life Is It Any-
way? He's also very proud of the fact that he was <
responsible for finding all the props for Children \
Of A Lesser God.
After his GLCA semester, Eric decided to stay
on in New York. But he went through a difficult
ten months getting settled in a good job. "Dur-
ing that time, I really appreciated the years I
spent at Hope College. I felt totally lost during-’
that period. I don't think any school can prepare i work
one for what New York has to offer. You have to wool
make a lot of adjustments. For me it was a real natel
culture shock." ̂
Eric lives with a roommate in a small studio . ;UCc(

















Ken Walz on location in India for The American Sportsman. ABC Sports
his years at Hope were valuable to his unusual
career. The chances Hope offered for involve-
ment in a wide variety of extracurricular activi-
ties were, he says, "uniquely helpful."
"In my work, you need to know a lot about a
lot of things. I'm a generalist. I think that's
important. I think if there isn't someone around
with an overview, nothing's going to happen."
When he isn't at far-flung filming locations,
Ken enjoys his apartment on the 31st floor at
85th & 3rd, which offers what he describes as "a
postcard view of New York," adding that "it's
sometimes nice to be above the city." He also
likes the variety of people who are included in his
New York circle of friends. In California, he
says, everyone he socializes with is in some way
connected to the industry. Ken, who more than
once has said he likes new things best, finds that
a little boring.
neighborhood and a far cry from Grand Ledge,
Mich. , which Eric calls home. "I like working in
the city, but it is hard to live here without a car.
If I had my car I could get away on weekends.”
Eric finds the city claustrophobic at times, and
would someday like to move into the suburbs ,
because "Life here is too much of a struggle. My 1
roommate and I are getting ripped off on our
apartment. We pay a tremendous amount of
rent for a tiny, dingy room, and since October,
we lost our heat and hot water eight times." The
two roommates intend to fight back by going to a ;
city agency for help. He adds, "You really havf
to watch out for yourself here." ’in m
Eric says he's made one discovery while living oppo






"Do I really want to be a New Yorker?" That's
the question Eric Fitzgerald '80 pondered for 10
months while living in the city. Eric was first
introduced to the Big Apple while on the Great
Lakes Colleges Association program in De-
cember of 1979. A theatre arts major, Eric was
placed with Broadway show producer Emmanuel
Azenberg who is well known for They're Play-
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he Big Apple
Tobcy Sanford
la8er by York. I thought I had to become tough, cruel and
" ̂  heartless to make it here. It's a pleasure knowing
1,f^'vas , i can be myself.” He firmly adds, "You can bet
Children : f'fh still the sweet, midwestern boy I always
was."
dtostay jn the iq months Eric was looking for em-
difficult ployment, he held various jobs to tide him over.
 ^ur' For a while he sold books at Doubleday and
years I worked in the "Big Apple Circus" ticket office.
I during- Vhis November he was summoned to Macy's to
work as an elf in Santaland. Eric, who stands 6'3",
would have made a peculiar looking elf. Fortu-
nately, Eric could not accept the job. Just in the
nick of time, he was hired by Dale Davis, a
successful theatrical manager on Broadway. Eric
js content with his career for the moment. He's
learning the theatre business from the inside,
while taking care of bookkeeping and banking for
Miss Davis.
Eric says he's now given up the notion of
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3ctober, Why did artist Carol Anderson choose to live
'S."The and work in New York City? "1 really had no
oingtoa } choice," claims the 1980 grad. "New York is the
Hyhave Hirily place 1 felt 1 had a decent chance to make it





in y field. No other city offers such diverse
opportunities in the world of art and theatre."
Carol first came to New York through the
popular Great Lakes Colleges Association pro-
gram during the spring semester of 1979. She
was placed as an apprentice with artist Mary
, Tleth Edelson, where her work entailed installing
exhibitions at the Whitney Museum and in
Washington, D.C., as well.
Carol still works with Ms. Edelson on a free-
lance basis, while trying to pursue her own artis-
j j'ic talents in photography and painting. Cur-
rently, she is transforming a boat into an en-
vironmental art piece to decorate her apartment.
Carol and her room-mate have ruled out liv-
ing in hectic Manhattan, possibly because her
lifestyle is influenced by her homelife in subur-
>H>an Three Rivers, Midi. Consequently, Staten
•j$.-..!and is her home in the metro New York
area — a 45 minute commute from Manhattan.
Each morning, Carol rides the historic Staten
Island ferry to the city where she hops a bus or
subway. "1 figure 1 can outrun anyone trying to
,i frarm me," says Carol, "Subways don't scare
}’ line, and 1 never get tired of seeing the Statue of
Liberty during my ferry rides.'
When Carol first arrived in New York to seek
employment, she went through a period of terri-
ble depression. "1 was afraid 1 wasn't going to
.find the kind of work 1 came here for, and 1 was
t Quickly running out of money." Luckily, it took
* tier only a month torind work. She now enjoys
• (l .-'' it' allows her to
/
not be too glamorous, but 1 feel it's useful." She
also works frequently at the Franklin Furnace
Archives, a gallery run entirely by artists who
exhibit untraditional forms of creative work. In
her spare time, Carol may be found relaxing in
Staten Island or taking in some of the many
cultural activities that New York City offers.
Ann Hesselink
Ann Hesselink feels right at home in New
York City, possibly because she was born and
raised in a city with an even greater
population — Tokyo. The daughter of Reformed
Church missionaries, Ann learned about big city
life at an early age. After finishing high school in
Japan, Ann and family moved back to the states
where she entered Central College in Iowa be-
fore transferring to Hope College. "It was quite a
shock coming from Tokyo and adjusting to a
small town. I found I needed to be back in a big
city."
.After graduating in 1975, Ann came to New
York to work for the United States Department
of Defense. As a special agent, it was her duty to
investigate the backgrounds of certain individu-
als for high level security clearances. "I enjoyed
it for a while because it was fun driving my own
governmental car around New York, meeting
new people and gathering my information."
A year-and-a-half later, Ann decided to enter
law school at St. John's University in Queens.
While studying, she maintained several jobs as a
legal assistant, researcher and law clerk. She also
tried her hand at Metropolitan Life as a consul-
tant for the claims advisory unit.
Last January Ann was asked to join Coopers
and Lybrand, one of the largest accounting firms
in the world. As a tax specialist for the interna-
tional consulting division, she handles tax plan-
ning for corporations and individuals who wish
to invest abroad. Ann works in the impressive
Exxon building directly across from Rockfeller
Center. There is many a late work night when
one can see her office light burning till midnight.
Despite her busy work load, Ann is still find-
ing time to pursue her master's degree at New
York University Graduate School of Business
Administration . She's hoping that in a few years
Coopers and Lybrand will transfer her to their
Tokyo office, where she'll truly be at home.
Meanwhile, Ann thinks of herself as a real
New Yorker. She's very happily settled into a
cozy townhouse which has a working fireplace in
the living room. Anrr reluctantly resorted to a
realtor to find her apartment and says she pays
more rent than would anyone in their right
mind. "One of my biggest problems besides
rent," Ann claims, "is where to stock my
firewood. I can't very well keep it on the
sidewalk. I can't carry it up four flights of stairs,
and even if I could, I could not keep it in my living
room." She usually ends up buying the Sunday
edition of The New York Times because, "It
makes great firewood!"
Between her career and her school work, Ann
doesn't find much free time. But when she does,
she enjoys walks in nearby Riverside Park to
watch the sunset over New Jersey. "I'd also like
to try every single one of the more than 100
Japanese restaurants in Manhattan," she says
with a smile.
Living in New York City is an exhilarating
experience for Ann. She says "every now and
then I wonder why I am here, but all I have to do
is walk out into the street and my mind changes
immediately. There's an excitement in the air
here that I really like."
Grace Tannehill
"It took me a good year to get accustomed to
New York City," claims costume designer Grace
Tannehill 79. There are times I often need to
get away, but when I do, I'm always anxious to
get back."
Grace decided to locate in New York after
spending an enjoyable semester on the Great
Lakes Colleges Association program in the city.
A theatre major, she was placed at the Julliard
School to gain some practical experience in the
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continued from page 9
costume shop. Grace feels it was a valuable ap-
prenticeship because Julliard's costume facilities
are outstanding. "I had never seen anything like
it. They have a huge shop full of new sewing
machines, a well-supplied wig shop, and a sepa-
rate dye room." When the semester ended, the
school asked Grace to stay on to become the
wardrobe mistress.
Now on salary, Grace found herself working
days as well as nights to prepare the costumes for
the shows. In the spring, she accompanied the
troupe on tour with Three Sisters and Othello in
West Palm Beach, Florida. Grace spent two years
with Julliard, but felt she needed to move on in
order to acquire more skills as a costume de-
signer. So, she bravely set out into the free lance
world of costume design. "It's very scary being a
freelancer, always looking for more work, never
knowing when the next paycheck will come."
Grace keeps a part-time job doing uniform work
at "Windows Of The World," a classy restau-
rant on the top of the World Trade Center.
Grace is currently spending her evenings de-
signing costumes for the play, Long Day's Jour-
ney Into Night, which opened January 8 at the
Applecorps Theatre. As a costume designer,
Grace is responsible for choosing all the outfits
the actors and actresses wear. She must pay close
attention to the historial period of the play, so
that every fashion detail is accurate. Once she
has decided the type outfit she needs, she goes
into the garment district or second-hand shops
searching for the right look. She then fits the
clothes to the individual, making the necessary
alterations for a perfect fit.
"The best thing about New York is that there
is a specialty shop for everything. If I need but-
tons,. there are shops that sell only buttons;
others, that sell only lace, others ribbon. The
selection is marvelous."
Grace is living with a friend on Manhattan's
upper west side, in a large five-and-a-half room
apartment overlooking Riverside Park. She likes
having enough space so she and her roommate
can enjoy a little privacy, a luxury many New
Yorkers might trade in their bagels for.
City life appeals to Grace. One of her favorite
pastimes is walking through Central Park to get
away from the noise of the city. She is looking
forward to the day when she will be a full-time
costume designer.
Sherill Vickers Doar
Sherill Vickers came to New York a little over
entirely changed. After Sherill graduated in
1975 as a communication major, she started
work at Continental Cablevision in Holland.
While there she produced educational pro-
gramming and went to various public schools to
lead television workshops. After two years in*
Holland, Sherill realized she needed a change in
her lifestyle, so she took a stab at city life. "I
wanted to advance my career in broadcasting and
it is no secret that New York has the best oppor-
tunities and the best competition in my field."
In December of 1979, Sherill packed her bags
and made the move to New York. Luckily, she
was able to find living arrangements with an old
friend in Brooklyn. "I never would have been
able to come here if not for my friend. The cost of
living here is absolutely staggering."
For four months she pounded the pavement
looking for media-related employment. "I tried
everything to find a job. I bought all the news-
papers and scoured the classified ads. I learned
that in this business it really helps to know
people." Between interviews Sherill took tem-
porary work as a secretary at publishing houses.
"I found that kind of work so frustrating. You
are treated as if you have no brains and its thank-
less work."
Finally, after four months her endeavors paid
off, when she landed a job at the Leslie A. Harris
Broadcasting Service.
As an "On Air Monitoring Coordinator"
Sherill is responsible for screening a group of
television monitors to make sure her client's
commercials run at. the proper times. She also
checks to make sure the commercial is of high
quality, and that there are no product conflicts
on the program.
Sherill enjoys her work at Harris, but eventu-
ally would like to go back to school to catch up on
the state of the art. She'd also like to go back into
the production end of broadcasting.
Shortly after moving to New York, Sherill
met Ian Doar, an Israeli computer science stu-
dent, in a cafe in the Citicorp building. In April
they were married.
Sherill is having a love/hate relationship with
New York City. "I love the benefits. I'm spoiled
in one respect. I can have anything I want, any-
time I want. Yet I hate putting up with the crime,
the dirt and the noise." She misses the freedom
of going out for long walks or just going to a park
and sitting. "I feel as if I must keep moving here,
or I might get mugged." She feels it would be
ideal to live in the city if she could get away every
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Pew Memorial Trust Grant
Helps Replace
The Pew Memorial Trust of Philadelphia; Pa.
has presented Hope College a $100,000 grant to
assist in replacing scientific equipment in
chemistry and biology.
"Hope College has a program of recognized
excellence in the natural sciences," said Presi-
dent Van Wylen. "The replacement of equip-
ment in chemistry and biology has been an ur-
gent need as we continue to prepare men and
women to make a significant contribution in the
future."
The Pew Memorial Trust was established in
1948 by the family of Joseph N. Pew, Sr., foun-
der of the Sun Oil Co. This is the third major gift
to Hope College by the Pew Memorial Trust in
recent years. Two grants totalling $40,000 were
awarded the College in the mid 70s for the Dow
Health and Physical Education Center.
The latest grant will help fund the purchase of
equipment for an expanded physiology labora-
tory program, replace out-dated microscopes,
Equipment
and secure a new mass spectrometer.
Acquisition of this equipment is a further af-
firmation of the College's commitment to in-
volve Hope students in hands-on research, ac-
cording to Dr. Sheldon Wettack, dean for the
natural and social sciences.
"Today, Hope College has a fine science facil-
ity, an outstanding faculty and many bright stu-
dents who are committed to Careers in the sci-
ences and related fields," said Dr. Wettack.
"One uniqueness of our program is the ex-
tremely high level of undergraduate research
activity that we are able to sustain. Ou r ability to
generate an outstanding record in undergraduate
research has been dependent to a very significant
extent upon having equipment that is suitable
for both excellent science instruction and mean-
ingful research efforts. The Pew Memorial Trust
grant will enable us to enhance substantially the
quality of modern scientific equipment available
to our students."
Hope's Financial Gurus
continued from page 16
Anderson advises that high school students
who want to attend college should regard their
academic records as potentially more important
than in the past, and that parents realize that
they may be in for "some rude awakenings" if
they believe they can send their children to col-
lege without saving any money for that purpose.
Obviously, there is uncertainty and challenge
aplenty for the Anderson/Werkman duo. At the
same time, the total picture of financial health
for Hope depends on more than these two large
pieces. All 475 of Hope's employees are impor-
tant to the College's Responsibility Accounting
System. This method of financial control puts
the responsibility for spending and budgeting
down at the departmental supervisory level.
These 100 or so individuals, because they know
best the expense priorities within their depart-
ments, are delegated the responsibility of effec-
tive budget control. This participatory system of
financial control has been highly effecient, and
its adoption made possible the beginning of
Hope's tradition of balanced budgets 13 years
ago. A balanced budget is "of utmost impor-
tance," says Anderson, not only because it in-
creases the College's credibility in the eyes of
donors but also because it precludes those
difficult-to-make, back-against-the-wall cut-
back decisions involving areas of spending that
really shouldn't be cut.
"We haven't really had to do any belt-
tightening at Hope and we don't want to be in
that position," says Anderson. "What we have
done is paid very careful attention to the ways we
can best utilize the College's resources. Actu-
ally, we've invested more, not less, money in
operations — in admissions, in development, in
buildings and plant operations. As a result,
we've been able to create additional revenues —
by improving the quality of the campus and its
programs, we've increased both enrollments and
contributions.
"If a college is going to solve all its problems
by cutting back on programs and maintenance, it
reflects poor planning. We have always believed
that economy of operation insures the best use of
the College's resources. We don't want to be in
the position of cutting back because it's the only
thing left to do."
Thanks to the expertise of Hope's two finan-
cial experts, that remains a highly improbable
development for the College in the years ahead.
And, whether or not one shares their intrigue
with the balance sheets, most would agree with







do I want to go to
college? What is it
really like? Can
l make the grade?




Explore the possibilities of a college
education through classroom experiences,
extra-curricular activities, and free time.
You will live in college housing on a
college schedule and learn from college
professors. Gaining a greater knowledge
of yourself and your abilities, you will be
better prepared to make a decision about
college in the future.
Explorientation '81, for high school
students who have completed their
sophomore or junior year, begins Sunday
evening, August 2, and continues through
Saturday, August 8.
Morning classes are offered in various
academic areas, career planning, campus
life, and college admissions. Free time
allows for trips to Lake Michigan, theatre
productions, Christian Fellowship, and use
of Hope's new physical education center.
COST: Tuition , board, room for the
week $125
TRAVEL: Special arrangements being
planned.




Please send me details about Explorientation '81
NAME _ ! _
ADDRESS
CITY __ STATE _ ZIP _
In 1981-82, 1 will be a
PHONE NO. - high school Junior ( ) senior ( ) »
send to rev. peter semeyn, Hope College, Holland, Mich- A' S;- *
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Emotions always run high when Hope
and Calvin clash on the basketball court.
This year's showdown at the Holland
. Civic Center was no different as the
Dutchmen emerged victorious in over-
time, 70-68. The Hope student body
got involved on every play, even when
Calvin players questioned foul calls.
Junior forward Matt Neil (34) was in-
tense on the floor and in his discussions
with coach Glenn Van Wieren. And
long-time math professor Jay Folkert
really enjoyed the outcome more than
the photo might indicate.
Photo essay by David Sundin '83
Three Hope football players have been af-
forded All- America recognition for academic ar
athletic accomplishment.
Senior kicker Greg Bekius of Whitehall,
Mich, was named to the college division
Acadehtic All-American first team while senic
tight end Paul Damon of Grand Rapids, Micl
and junior quarterback Mark Spencer of
Traverse City, Mich, were voted to the secon
team.
Damon was also voted to the NCAA Divisioi
III All America Football team.
Bekius becomes the third Hope football playe
to achieve Academic All- America status. Previ
ous recipients were tackle Craig Groendyk in
1979 and tackle Ron Posthuma in 1974.
Bekius is a mathematics-business administra
»d career records in fiek
All-Americans
named to the MiAA all-conference team three
straight years.
Damon was the only player from Michigan to
earn Division 111 All American status. Past Hope
recipients were Craig Groendyk (1979), Ron
Posthuma (1973) and Larry TerMolen (1958).
Damon is a business-psychology major. He
was a unanimous all-MIAA first team selection
this fall as he established career records in pass
receptions and reception yardage.
Damon was one of the team's tri-captains
this past fall. He is also a member of the Hope
track team.
Spencer is an economics-philosophy major.
He holds the school career records in total of-
fense, pass completions and pass yardage. This
fall he established a Hope record for pass comple-
tions in a season
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U.S.-Iranian Relations: A Long View J
by Renze L. Hoeksema
There is a famous case in International
Law where Great Britain paid the United
States several million dollars, even though
she had won her case against the United
States in an international court of law.
Great Britain did so because she did not
want to establish a precedent that would
work to her disadvantage in any case that
might be brought against her, on the same
issue, in the future. That is taking the "long
view" ahead and such a view would be ap-
propriate for us in our relations with Iran,
starting now, for we certainly will retain a
broad interest in Iran's oil, for our allies'
welfare particularly. We will retain an
interest in the stability of Iran, on the
southern border of the Soviet Union, and
also in the territorial integrity of Iran,
which could be tom apart by the centrifugal
forces of ethnicity if we encourage weak-
ness at the center. The fall of Ayatollah
Khomeini now would guarantee instability
and political turmoil and civil war.
We should not forget that Iran and the
Soviet Union in a 1921 treaty agreed that
the Soviet Union could intervene in Iran in
case of instability and a threat to Iran. The
Iranians insist the treaty is now inoperative
but the Soviets have not agreed. In Interna-
tional Law there is a dictum — Pacta Sunt
Servanda — a treaty may not be broken by
the unilateral action of one party to the
treaty.
Over the recent past some may have
gained the idea that the Iranians are a cruel,
perverse, undependable people. This is not
the whole truth and, if carried forward, will
not help us or Iran. Cruelty to prisoners or
hostages is to be condemned, but Iran has
no monopoly on such cruelty. Iran has ex-
hibited some of her worst features. The
crude, bizarre manners of the Prime
Minister — probably brought on by internal
political necessity, the totally un-Islamic,
uneducated, and in the long run self-
destructive actions of some of Iran's reli-
gious leaders, and the negotiating tactics of
a bazaar merchant are examples of what is
worst in Iranian life. Having said that, it
will not be in Iran's, our's, and our allies'
best interest to isolate Iran. We should re-
member that we personally, and as a na-
tion,Tiave some pretty obvious warts on our
social behavior at times.
We should keep in mind that the State
Department early last year reported 254
terrorist attacks on U.S. diplomats or dip-
lomatic installations in the past decade, in-
cluding the murder of several ambassadors.
That does not excuse the Iranian action but
it does indicate that there have been prece-
dents. Terrorism we should remember is to
Professor of Political Science Dr. Renze L.
Hoeksema (pictured above) was formerly em-
ployed by the U.S. Foreign Service and was a
political counselor to the U.S. embassy in Iran
during the years 1960-1965. Throughout the
hostage crisis, Dr. Hoeksema has analyzed the
situation for a wide variety of West Michigan
media. We contacted him in Washington, D.C.,
where he is directing Hope's current Washing-
ton Semester, and asked him for his conclusive
, , *S I >.
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be condemned and resisted whenever and
wherever it occurs, not just when it in-
volves American personnel.
In order to maintain a balanced view of
Iran we should view Iran's actions in the
context of their experiences with the United
States and other Western powers ever since
the Shah's father was placed on the throne
with the help of the British in 1925.
History accounts for the bitterness of the
Iranian nationalists toward defeated Presi-
dent Carter and the harsh propaganda of the
Iranian government against the United
States, partially to forestall the United
States from acting against Iran. History
partially accounts for the poor treatment
the American hostages received. It also ac-
counts for the bitter reaction against the
late, poorly planned, abortive raid to rescue
the hostages (after President Carter and his
C.I.A. Director had denuded the C.I.A. —
the only professional, unconventional war-
fare force in the U.S. government — of any
capability to respond when needed).
To give a little perspective on how the
hostage situation got started on the Iranian
side, let us review a little recent history.
brought a plan to seize the American Em-
bassy to Muslim religious leader,
Mohammed Mousavi Kho'ini. Kho'ini said
in an interview last July that he and the
students decided not to inform Ayatollah
Khomeini in advance in order not to place
him in a difficult position. When former
President Carter admitted the Shah into the
United States, Khomeini, in a speech on
November 1, 1979, said to move against
American interests in Iran. What better
place to move against than the U.S. Em-
bassy? The students moved against the Em-
bassy on November 4 and thereafter Kho-
meini endorsed the seizure. Thereafter,
what had been terrorism by the students
became state-endorsed but not carefully
controlled or managed state terrorism/
There is a "lunatic fringe" on the left and
right in every society and the Iranian soci-
ety is no exception. Certainly those stu-
dents who terrorized our diplomatic per-
sonnel were part of that fringe. The tactics
used, however, appear to be no different,
but less severe, than those often used in a
prisoner-of-war interrogation situation.
Incorrectly, but maybe in their eyes under-
themselves at war with the United States to
preserve their revolution.
Did the United States pay ransom for the
hostages? All given back to them was Ira-
nian property to begin with. The Iranians,
partially because of the Iran-Iraq, war
needed these assets returned. The hostages
were an embarrassment and contributed to
isolating Iran as an outlaw nation. Iran
could have gotten the same deal and proba-
bly an even better one months earlier. The
nearing assumption of the presidency by
Ronald Reagan also encouraged the Ira-
nians to speed up a settlement. President
Reagan flaunted his image of muscular un-
predictability. It worked beautifully this
time, but might not work or be advisable
another time. We can expand our military
forces and even go to war but our factories
and cars will not run without oil.
Recently it has been suggested that we
renounce the agreements achieved by Pres-
ident Carter. There are provisions of Inter- -
national Law that could be cited to void an
accord concluded under duress or the threat
or the use of force. We should ask our-
selves, however, how the Algerian, British,
and West German governments would re- ~
act, since they worked so hard to achieve the
agreement. As stated above, future good
relations with Iran are important to us and
repudiating the agreement would not en-
hance good relations. A $1 billion pool of
Iranian money is part of the agreement to
pay off debts to U . S . citizens and businesses
and this could be lost in the long run by
repudiation of the agreement. Finally, if we
were ever so unfortunate to be caught in a -
similar situation, would another nation
trust our efforts to negotiate a settlement?
We must not injure our long-term interests
to gain immediate gratification or moral
catharsis.
If one were looking for a culprit in the
entire hostage saga one would not have to
look very far to see where the buck stopped.
The election took care of that problem;
however, it is important to learn from mis- ‘
takes. The United States must be more
alert, particularly at times of crisis, to the
possibility of terror by frenzied mobs or
youths, as in Tehran. Certainly the signs
were all present in Tehran for days prior to
November 4, 1979, when the hostages were
taken. Secondly, when we pay 20,000 em-
ployees in the State Department and 15,000
in the C.I.A. we should use the advice of
these experts. Thirdly, we must never again
get into a position where we are regarded as
nothing but a paper tiger against which
states or groups can act with impunity.
Fourthly, we need in the United States gov-
ernment a force capable of acting efficiently
and forcefully between the time when di-
plomacy breaks down and before we go to
war — a para-military force capable of rescu-
ing hostages — and the place for this is in the
C.I.A. Finally, when acting against state
terrorism we must have sufficient strength
and position so as not to be forced to act
from a position of weakness and entreaty.
All of this, of course, does not mean that we
should always use force or threaten the use
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class notesL 1910s & 1920s
Adriana Hammekool '14 Boomker, as secretary of a
local senior citizen club, arranges monthly one-day
tours to places of interest around South Holland, 111.
Wilma Reed '23 won second place in the Holland Friends of Art annual Mini Art Show-.
[ Raymond Zwemer '23 and his wife Dorothy attended
f ' the 11th International Congress of Anatomy in
Mexico City.
The Rev. Anton Schermer '25 retired from the
ministry in January, 1980.
Sandrene Schutt '27 is serving on the board of trus-
f _ tees of First United Presbyterian Church in Sun City,
\ Ariz.
Helen Zander '28 visited Japan this past summer on
the occasion of the 110th anniversary of Ferris Girls
School where she was a former faculty member. While
there, she met Princess Michiko, wife of the crown
prince of Japan.
I The Rev. LeVem Sandy '29 is serving as a pastor of
{ First Presbyterian Church, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
1930s
Paul Brouwer '31 completed editing and co-authoring
a book. The Changing World of Management, for
publication this spring. He will also be teaching at
f Hope during May Term, 1981.
[ Evelyn Heffron '31 is president of The Friendship
Club, a senior citizen organization in Holland, Mich.
Milton Slagh ’34, M.D. was honored by the citizens
Aloha to
East-West
Everett Kleinjans '43, Ph.D., recently said
aloha as chief executive of the East West Center
in Honolulu, where he has served for the past 12
years. The East West Center is an official agency
> of theU.S. government established by Congress
20 years ago to foster better relations with Asian
and Pacific countries through education and re-
search.
Kleinjans was cited in The New York Times in
November for the "creative approach to learn-
ing" which he introduced to the center. Klein-
- jans commented in the article, "My philosophy
is that there must be a close connection between
thought and action."
During his tenure, the Center grew and inter-
nationalized . A budget of $5 million increased to
$20 million; five Ph.D.s on the staff became 80;
U.S. government funding came to be
supplemented by funding from 16 foreign gov-
ernments and 50 American and foreign universi-
ties, foundations and other organizations; a
strictly American administration became inter-
national and today even the board of governors
of the Center has an international makeup.
Kleinjans also was responsible for organizing
the East- West Center into five problem-solving
institutes.
The Center has brought together 5,000
American and 25,000 foreign scholars during the
two decades of its existence. Kleinjans points
with pride to the many foreign participants who
have gone on to powerful positions within their
countries. These include a South Korean prime
minister, two presidents of small Pacific islands
and three Pacific Island governors.
A 1976 recipient of the Hope Distinguished
Alumnus Award, Kleinjans taught for many
^OMo^wambefore going to Hawaii.
lr]'r 1 -
community through his medical practice.
James DeWeerd '36, M.D., retired with emeritus
status after 30 years as staff consultant in urology at
the Mayo Clinic.
The Rev. Wilhelm Haysom '36 enjoys retirement
by preaching every Sunday and assisting Blue
Mountain and Kalsbeek Churches as interim pastor.
The Rev. Harold Mante '38 was retired by the Pre-
sbytery of Lackawanna of the Synod of the Trinity.
Howard Schaubel '38 M.D. had a scientific paper
published in the July-August, 1980, International
Surgery entitled "Modification of the Anterior
Iliofemoral Approach to the Hip."
Orville Beattie '39 retired from chairmanship or \.S.
Hansen, ind., an international firm of consulting ac-
tuaries. He has purchased the Benjamin-Beattie Gal-
leries, Ltd., a 40-year-old gallery specializing in mas-
ter graphics and sculptures.
1940s
Donald Cordes '40 received the Distinguished Ser-
vice Award of the American Hospital Association for
1980.
J. Robert '41 and Morrell Webber '42 Swart are
opening and coordinating a new mission for the RCA
in Kenya. This is a joint effort with the Africa Inland
^ Church of Kenya to benefit people of eastern and
western Kenya.
Herman Vande Riet '43 is in-house office space
planner at Amway Corp, Ada, Mich.
The Rev. John Van Lierop '43 is pastor of Commu-
nity Presbyterian Church of Sandy, Ore.
Judson Van Wyk '43, Ph.D., represented Hope Col-
lege at the inauguration of Dr. William Rogers as
president of Guilford College, Greensboro, N.C.
Jean Vander Wege '44 spent two months last winter
as a volunteer teacher in a school for missionary chil-
dren in Swaziland, Africa.
Harvey Hoekstra '45 and his wife Lavina are in the
Sudan putting the New Testament on cassettes, a proj-
ect of the Bible Society. They are Portable Recording
Ministries staff members.
Sylvio '45 aiid Phyllis Van Setters '53 Scorza were
on a seven month sabbatical in Greece from June-Dee.,
1980.
The Rev. Harold DeRoo '46 was guest speaker at the
25th anniversary celebration of the Bethany Reformed
Church in St. Petersburg, Fla.
Ted Wisner '46 is chief United States probation offi-
cer for the Federal Court, Western District of Michi-
gan.
Robert Danhof '47 was re-elected to a third term as
chief justice of the Michigan Court of Appeals.
Alfred '48 and Audrey Christy '49 Heasty are medi-
births
Jerry '73 and Karen Bobeldyk, Angela Michelle, Dec.
6, 1980, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Timothy '64 and Gail Ringsmith '74 Buis, Andrew
John, Nov. 22, 1980.
Harvey '75 and Mrs. Burkhour, Erin Hope, July 8,
1980, Jenison, Mich.
Robert '75 and Susan Dirkse '77 Carlson, Chad
Robert, Aug. 29, 1980, Jenison, Mich.
Mr. and Judi Loebl '75 Ching, Jonathan Robert, Sept.
Jay and Joanne Visscher '64 Christensen, John Bos-
man. Sept. 20, 1980, Northridge, Calif.
George '68 and Mrs. Cook, Matthew George, Oct. 29,
1980, Baldwinsville, N.Y.
Mark and Debbie Doff '73 Cruikshank, Matthew Ed-
ward, Nov. 14, 1980, Tinley Park, 111.
Mark '73 and Roxanne DeRoo, Ingrid Anne, Nov. 30,
1980, Holland, Mich.
Jack '76 and Jacque DeRuiter, Casey, Dec. 4, 1980,
Richmond, Va.
Henry '69 and Mrs. Diggleman, Henry Richard, Dec.
1/ 1980, Iowa City, Iowa.
Jeremiah and Carol Rowe '68 Downing, Kevin
Jeremiah, Nov. 4/ 1980, Mineola, N.Y.
Dave '68 and Mary Jane Muller '68 Duitsman, Naomi
Ann, Nov. 26, 1980, Grand Haven, Mich.
Christian '73 and Mrs. Fenton, Christian Stewart,
Sept. 28, 1979, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Raul and Linda Whiteman '71 Figueroa, Andrea Su-
san, Aug. 14, 1978; Anthony Rosario, Jan. 25, 1980.
Thomas 73 and Doris Smith 72 Getty, Thomas
Soutar, 111, Sept. 9, 1980, Schenectady, N.Y.
Gerald 71 anti Linda VanderHeide '68 Gibbs, Abby
Louise, Jan. 28, 1980, Grand Haven, Mich.
Scott and Jean Marie Nykerk 73 Hamberg, Rachel
Marie, April 14, 1980, Holland, Mich.
George and Wilma South 73 Hawkins, Donald, June
14, 1980, Boston, Mass.
Dwight and Jill Risser 70 Healy, Elizabeth Blythe,
Sept. 8, 1980, New York, N.Y.
John and Lois Veenstra '63 Heitkamp, LeAnne
Michelle, Oct. 5, 1979; adopted Melinda Kay, bom
Sept. 17, 1967; Jacquelyn Marie, born July 31, 1968;
David John, bom Feb. 1, 1970; Charles Allen, born
June 6, 1973; Eric Jay, bom Aug. 13, 1975.
Larry and Linda Pletcher '69 Hovey, Jennifer Marie,
July 13, 1978; Jonathan Carl, March 3, 1980.
John and Catherine Johnson 79 Howanstine, Marie
Anne, Aug. 16, 1980, Evanston, III.
Earle and Marcia Osterink '64 Immink, Christine
Marie, Oct. 30, 1980, Holland, Mich.
Dirk 72 and Linda Eiferink 72 Kramer, Sarah Jan-
netje, Jan. 15, 1980.
Wayne and Muriel Fordham 72 Kusnery, Ryan, April
cal missionaries in the Sudan, Africa. Audrey is
psychiatric consultant for all south Sudan.
The Rev. H. Paul Morehouse '48 is pastor of Com-
munity Reformed Church in Whiting, N.J.
Russ '49 and Ellie Short '51 Norden have completed
27 years of missionary service in Japan and are plan-
ning to begin a one year furlough in the U.S. in late
March.
1950s
Antoinette Sikkel '50 is editor of the Yorktown
Green Condominium Newsletter in Lombard, 111.
Lorraine Sikkema '50, missionary in Sudan, at-
tended the annual Furloughing Missionary Confer-
ence on Aug. 4-6, 1980 in Zion, 111.
Don Hazekamp '51 was elected to the Michigan
Council Teachers of Math Board of Directors.
The Rev. Duane Tellinghuisen '51 and his wife
were honored at a surprise pot luck dinner by the
congregation of Community Reformed Church,
Buena Park, Calif., for their 15 years of service.
Gordon De Free '52 is the author of Catch a Red Leaf
and Soft Showers, and co-author with his wife Gladis
of Faces of God.
The Rev. William Estell '52 is learning Taiwanese
and Taroko to aid in his teaching at Yu Shan Seminary
in Hualien, Taiwan.
Robert '51 and Carole Hoffs '52 Bos were honored
by the.Westminster Presbyterian Church of Westlake
Village, Calif, on their 25th wedding anniversary and
Dr. Bos' 25 years in the ministry.
Lavina Hoogeveen '52 was involved in the Tokyo
Billy Graham Crusade.
David Wilson '52 is president of Trinity Travel and
Tours, Inc., Christian travel professionals. He has
taken over 5,000 people to the Holy Land and Europe,
made over 12 trips to Israel and visited over 30 coun-
tries on six continents in the past five years. He also
completed writing his own hymnal of about 300
hymns.
Fred Yonkman '52 finished a marathon run near
Phoenix, Ariz. in three hours and 10 minutes.
William Grunden '53 fire-police chaplain of Oak
Bluffs, Mass. , has completed an advanced arson course
at the Massachusetts State Police Academy and heads
the town's Arson Squad.
The Rev. William Hoffman '53, president of the
RCA Particular Synod of the West, brought greetings
from the Synod at the dedication service of the Crystal
Cathedral in Garden Grove, Calif.
Catherine Christie '53 Nicholl is chairman of the
English department at Augsbury College, Min-
neapolis, Minn.
The Rev. Collins Weeber '53 is associate pastor and
executive administrator for Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Thomas and Terri Smith 76 Larnard, Jared Smith,
Dec. 11, 1979, Holland, Mich.
James '66 and Sharon Phillips '67 Lemmerz, Libby
Renee, Oct. 12, 1980, Newbury Park, Calif.
Donald 70 and Karen Oosterhouse 70 Marema,
Katherine Ann, July 7, 1980, Grand Rapids, Mich.
James 76 and Susan Berger 76 Miller, Melissa Wes-
ley, Feb. 24, 1980, Franklin Lakes, N.J.
John '67 and Mary Hakken '66 Mulder, adopted Anna
Cornelia, born Aug. 1, 1980.
Richard 77 and Chris White 76 Navarra, Kimberly
Ann, Dec. 21, 1980, New Castle, Pa.
Doug 72 and Donna Huizenga 72 Nelson, Matthew
Thomas, Nov. 13, 1980, Milwaukee, Wise.
Barry and Marybeth Senior 74 Nichols, Lindsay
Louise, Oct. 27, 1980, Hopatcong, N.J.
Roger '67 and Mrs. Nietering, Daniel Joseph, Dec. 8,
1980, Spring, Texas.
Bill 74 and Marilyn Nolan, Judson Thomas, Nov. 6,
1980, St. Paul, Minn.
Steve and Jill Sabo 73 Oostdyk, Kristin Marie, July
1979; Todd Steven, Nov. 1980, St. Lurie, Fla.
Timothy and Janet Moore 72 Ouellette, Andrea
Marie, Aug. 30, 1980, Southfield, Mich.
Joseph and Hope Rimondi -'67 Poveromo, Jarrod
Joseph, April 14, 1980, Bethlehem, Pa.
Michael 77 and Marie Ringelberg, Michael Ypsi and
Shawn Ray, Oct. 24, 1980, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Douglas and Ruth Hakken 78 Roosien, David James,
Dec. 21, 1980, Wyoming, Mich.
Raymond 71 and Barbara Tintle 72 Schofield, Marthe
Lynne, Aug. 21, 1980, West Milford, N.J.
Michael 78 and Jean Reynolds 79 Skelton. William
Michael, Nov. 7, 1980, Holland, Mich.
Douglas '65 and Mrs. Smith, Andrew Thomas, Aug.
20, 1980, Littleton, Colo.
Terry 76 and Ginger Aldrich 76 South^ Brian Jacob-
son, Oct. 13, 1980, Lawrence, Kan.
Geoffrey 75 and Anne Colyer 75 Stewart, Edward
Kenneth, Oct. 24, 1980, Big Rapids, Mich.
David '69 and Sheryl Medendorp '69 Styf, Jonathan
David, Oct. 5, 1980, Hastings, Mich.
Leonard and Lorraine Filibert '65 Thien, Laura, Feb
28. 1978.
Mark 71 and Bernice Renner 71 Van Don, Christa
Joy, June 7, 1980, Pleasant Hill, Calif.
William 70 and Jane Van Faasen, William Joseph,
Sept. 26, 1979, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Robert 70 and Lois Warner, Stephanie Marie, Oct.
20, 1980; Brian Arlyn, March 9, 1977.
A. Jeffrey 73 and Donna Winne, Elizabeth Ann, Aug.
20, 1980, Birmingham, Ala.
Thom '69 and Julie Kooiman 70 Working, Christ-
opher Scott, June 10, 1980, Holland, Mich.
alumni news J3
Church, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
H. Wayne Berens '54 was re-elected to the board of
directors of the American Society of Travel Agents.
The Rev. Roderic Jackson '54 is pastor of Central
Reformed Church, Sioux Center, Iowa.
Eugene Bruggers '55 retired from Capac, Mich, pub-
lic schools and now arranges and directs Crusades for
Christ on a city-wide basis in Michigan and Arkansas.
Harvey '55 and Margaret Hospers '56 Doorenbos
are missionaries in Ethiopia where Harvey is a surgeon
at the Mission Hospital in Aira.
Capt. Robert Bedingfield '56 received the Legion of
Merit with Gold Star for outstanding service as senior
protestant chaplain at the U.S. Naval Academy from
July, 1977 to July, 1980.
Mary Jane Adams '56 Dykema is serving her second
term as president of the Grand Haven, Mich, board of
education.
Doris Stoffregen '56 Latham is a media specialist at
North Bergen (N.J.) High School.
Paul Van Faasen '56, Ph.D., was appointed to the
Holland, Mich, board of education.
Ethel Peelen '57 Van Istendal is teaching English as
a second language to Indochinese refugees in Louis-
ville, Ky.
The Rev. Thomas Harris, Jr. '58 is pastor of the
Christ Community Church in Stony Brook, N.Y.
Cal Langejans '58 has had a major work for choir,
orchestra and soloists accepted for publication. It is
entitled "Festival of Carols."
advanced
degrees
John Arnone '67, Ph.D., ecclesiastical history, Jan.
1981, Rutgers University
Barbara Boerman 77 Avery, M.A.T., English, Dec.
1980, Indiana University
Dale Boss 78, M.A., computer science. May 1980,
Purdue University
Carol Hector 73 Braaksma, M.A., Summer 1980,
Western Michigan University
Debra Bruininks 79, M.A., psychology, Aug. 1980,
University of Western Florida
Susan Kerle 74 Callam, M.A., reading, Aug. 1980,
University of Michigan
Barbara Bang '67 Draft, M.E.D., 1980, Lynchburg
College
Judith DeSmidt 71 Droppers, M.A., clinical psychol-
ogy, Appalachian State University
Edward Dunning '50, J.D., May 1978, Capital Univer-
sity
Debra Hoffman 78, M.A., special education. Grand
Valley State College
Janet Wassenaar 75 Maatman, M.Div., May 1979,
Princeton Theological Seminary
James Mariejko 74, M.S., 1976; Ph.D., 1980, Michi-
gan State University
Douglas Peterman 74, Ph.D., solid state physics. May
1980, Iowa State University
Charles Route 73, M.B.A., 1980, Central Michigan
University
Terry South 76, M.A., organizational communica-
tion, Dec. 1980, University of Kansas
Gary Vander Ven 74 M.A., international communi-
cations, May 1980, Ohio University
Rita Hendrickson 76 Vander Ven, M.A., educational
leadership, Aug. 1980, Western Michigan University
Lillian Sikkema '48 Woodyatt, M.Ed., 1976, National
College of Education
Patricia Lang '69 Young, M.Ph., statistics. May 1980,
George Washington University
Bank President
Andrew G. Sail '55 has been elected president
of First Bank of Saint Paul, Minn.
After study at Michigan State University and
the University of Michigan, Sail joined the bank
in 1962 . After several promotions he was named
executive vice president in 1974 and was elected
- 1 — 1 - ^ ^
14 alumni news
Robert Vander Lugt '58 is a captain in the Judge
Advocate Generals Corps, U.S. Navy.
William Bogart '59 is chairman of the faculty senate
and president of APSCUF, a collective bargaining
agent at Mansfield State College in Pa. He is also
president of the Blossburg, Pa. Borough Council.
W. Gardner Kissack '59 was selected, upon student
recommendation, one of the Chicago area's outstand-
ing teachers by the College of the University of
Chicago.
Eugene Klaaren '59 is chairman of the religion de-
partment of Wesleyan University.
1960s
Vem Essenberg '60 is on the sales staff of Sunway
Solar Heating Systems of Petoskey, Mich.
Marshall Elzinga '60, Ph.D., was appointed to the
Research Council of the New York Heart Association
and to the board of directors of the Eastern Suffolk
School of Music.
Tom McCarthy '60 is senior vice president and chief
operating officer of Ragold , Inc. , a Chicago-based U.S.
subsidiary of the German company, Rachengold.
Thomas Moore's '60 responsibility for trade promo-
tion has been expanded to include South and Southeast
Asia. He is based in Singapore.
Diane Claussen '60 Wells is teaching remedial read-
ing part-time, playing the cello and will be in the
chorus of The Sound of Music.
Mary Decker '61 Klaaren is associate minister of the
South Congregational Church of Middleton, Conn.
Robert '61 and Marilyn Fugazzotto '61 Looyenga
are elders in their church in South Dakota. Robert is
associate professor of chemistry at South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology.
Judy Owyang '61, proprietor of West Los Angeles'
Fossels/Etc., was featured on the television documen-
tary program, "Eyewitness Los Angeles."
Mort Rahimi '61 is chairman of the computer science
department at Wayne State University in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Garry Schadewald '61 is chairman of the science
department at Raritan High School in Hazlett, N.J. He
recently attended a conference on advanced placement
at Fairleigh-Dickenson University.
Ekdal Buys '62 was a group leader, panelist and
speaker. at a two-day workshop for Arizona law en-
forcement officers entitled "Ethics at Work."
John DeKorte '62 is professor of chemistry at North-
ern Arizona University in Flagstaff. He is also a
member of the American Chemical Society's Stan-
dardized Inorganic Chemistry Examination Commit-
tee.
College President
Clyde E. Le Tarte '60, Ph.D. , has been named
president of Jackson Community College in
Jackson, Mich. He will assume his duties on
April 1.
Le Tarte is presently vice president for
academic affairs at Triton College in River
Grove, 111., north of Chicago. He has been re-
sponsible there for the overall academic direction
of the college which serves 20,000 students and
has worked closely with trustees, state legis-
lators and state and federal funding agencies.
He holds a master's degree from Michigan
State University and earned his doctorate in edu-
cation there in 1969.
Recent honors include being named to a spe-
cial panel of scholars by the Michigan Depart-
ment of Education and serving as a director of the
Consortium of Community Colleges Dedicated
to Community-Based Education (COMBASE).
He has been associate editor of Community Edu-
cation Journal since 1970.
Le Tarte has authored numerous articles on
the subject of community education and is the
co-author of two books. He is married and the
father of two. _ _ _
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Ann Herfst '62 Eppinga produced a television show
on alcohol education for young people for the Los
Angeles Junior League and public television in Los
Angeles.
The Rev. Bruce Laverman '62 is senior pastor at
Westwood Community Church, Omaha, Neb.
Gerald Nieusma '62, D.D.S., is a captain in the U.S.
Navy.
Elmer Phail '62 is beav-controller for Sub-Sea Sys-
tems, Inc. in Escondido, Calif.
Gerald Blood '63 is vice president and area manager
for the Housatonic marketing area of Union Trust, Co.
in New Haven, Conn.
Jean Louret '63 Kiedaisch is a German instructor at
the University of Vermont.
The Rev. Jon Mark Schoon '63 is pastor of Church of
the Living Christ, Fremont, Mich.
Sara Ewing '63 Strusz is president of Long Valley
Newcomers Club and a member of the Small Task
Force for Newton Presbytery.
The Rev. Donald Vuurens '63 is serving the Bear
Lake and Arcadia United Methodist Churches iri
northern Michigan.
Ruth DeBoer. '64 was given the United States Postal
Service Special Achievement Award for her work at
the Denver, Colo. Postal Service.
Mark Lewis '64 is sports editor for the New Haven
(Conn.) Register.
Barbara Freggins '64 O'Brien is a part-time educa-
tional secretary for Fairfax County, Va. public schools.
Peter Paulsen '64 is secretary for news and au-
diovisual resources for the RCA's Office of Promotion
and Communication.
Richard Busman '65 is head of APL Design and De-
velopment Unit at Upjohn.
Arlene Deitz '65 Clark is assjstant children's libra-
rian at Brownell Library in Essex Junction, Vt.
James Riemersma '65 is general manager admin-
istration for Hamilton Brothers Oil Company, De-
nver, Colo.
Michael Schrier'65 is program development director
for Alabama Environmental Quality Association.
Chris Buys '66, vice-chancellor of the University of
Houston, Victoria Campus, attended the fifth Interna-
tional Conference of Cross-Cultural Psychology in
Calcutta, India.
Alvema Hovingh '66 De Visser is a trustee of the
Zeeland, Mich, board of education.
Gary Gilmore '66 is chairman of the health education
department. Health and Human Services for the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin extension. He is also associate
professor and director of Community Health Educa-
tion at the University of Wisconsin, LaCrosse.
James Lemmerz '66 is systems manager for the west-
ern facility of the Douglas Randall Division of Kiddle,
Inc.
The Rev. Don Plantinga '66 and his wife. Sue, were
honored on their 10th anniversary by the Trinity Re-
formed Church of Pella, Iowa, with a social and gifts
from the congregation and the women's guild.
Frederick Smies '66 is a chemist with Atlantic
Richfield Company at their Harvey, 111. technical
center.
marriages
Evelyn Albers '66 Timmins is supervisor training/
documentation for Texas Commerce Bank, Houston.
Barbara Bang '67 Draft is a guidance counselor for
Halifax County, Va. school system.
Susan Eenigenburg '67 is administrative director of
Independent Cinema Artists and Producers.
David Noel '67 is head of the public information
office, Toledo-Lucas County Library in Toledo, Ohio.
Donald Battjes, Jr. '68 is director of facilities plan-
ning for Twentieth Century-Fox Real Estate.
Capt. William Bischoff '68 received his second Air
Force Commendation Medal, this one for outstanding
service at Sondrestrom AV, Greenland. He has also
been selected for a Regular Air Force Commission.
Robert Dybing '68 is an attorney, and vice president
and secretary of Richmond (Va.) Cold Storage Com-
pany.
Donald Kroodsma '68 is associate professor of zool-
ogy at the University of Massachusettes, Amherst,
teaching and doing research in ornithology and animal
behavior.
Frank Lundell '68 was the "teacher feature" in the
Reeths-Puffer Review. He has taught sixth grade at
McMillan Elementary School in Muskegon, Mich, for
the past 13 years.
John Schalk '68, lieutenant commander in the U.S.
Navy, is commanding officer of the U.S. Naval Re-
serve Training Center, Williamsport, Pa.
Bruce Becker '69 is senior systems analyst for the
investment firm of Smith Barney, Harris Upham and
Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Lawrence Bone '69 is chief of surgery at the Wyom-
ing County Community Hospital, Warsaw, N.Y.
Barbara Claussen '69 is assistant vice president and
manager of branch loan training at Home Federal Sav-
ings and Loan, San Diego, Calif.
Elaine Franco '69 is president of the Lincoln Chapter
of the National Organization of Women.
Richard Timmer '69 is the owner of Timmer's Gen-
eral Store in Brimley, Mich.
1970s
Jon DeDee '70 is teaching at the University of Arkan-
sas and pursuing a doctorate in business administra-
tion.
The Rev. David Dethmers '70 is pastor at Mas-
sapequa (N.Y.) Reformed Church.
Nicola Steele '70 is director of New Life Center, a
counseling center affiliated with Faith Community
Church of Littleton, Colo.
William Van Faasen '70 is vice president. Health
Care Policy of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan.
Daniel Vogel '70 is director for the west coast division
of Summit Research Corporation.
John Lucius II '71 is a member of the Peace Corps,
Appointed Editor
William Anderson '80 and Deborah Grimm '80, Oct.
11, 1980, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kenneth Bekkering '80 and Nancy Dunn 79, Oct. 11,
1980, Battle Creek, Mich.
Mark Boelkins 79 and Peggy Matthews, Aug. 8, 1980,
Muskegon, Mich.
Randy Cook and Kathleen Norman 79, Oct. 25, 1980,
Falmouth, Mich.
Lawrence Cousineau and Adelia Decker 79, Oct. 19,
1980.
Evert Droppers and Judith DeSchmidt 71, July 11,
1980, Sheboygan Falls, Wise.
Mark Eriks 79 and Leigh DeWolf 79, Aug. 9, 1980,
Rochester, N.Y.
Larry Gillman and Deborah Norg 75, June 27, 1980.
Robert Hecht '65 and Deborah Yonker, Dec. 6, 1980,
West Olive, Mich.
John Kobus 75 and Paula Nevenzel, Nov. 22, 1980,
Holland, Mich.
Paul Krauszer and Diane Harvey 76, Jan., 1980, New
Brunswick, N.J.
Walter Maeser, Jr. and Arline Scheffel 71, June 28,
1980, Cherry Hill, N.J.
Jonathan Martin and Sandra Meeter 77, July 26,
1980, Wyckoff, N.J.
Douglas Mrazek 72 and Mary, Aug., 1979
Len Myers and Cheryl Burchett '80, Aug. 8, 1980
Ross Nykamp '80 and Cynthia Martens, Dec. 19,
1980, Kalamazoo, Mich.
David Pickard and Beth Burggraaf 72, Nov. 1, 1980,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Steve Prediger 79 and Celaine Bouma 79, Aug. 16,
1980, Palos Heights, III.
James Spellman and Kira Burdick 71, June 28, 1980,
Yardley, Pa.
Frederick Steiner and Jill Lowman 78, June 21, 1980,
Detroit, Mich.
Gary Voshol 78 and Twylia Taylor '80, Aug. 16,
1980, Sturgis, Mich.
Frank Wierenga and Janice Wortelboer 73, Dec. 1,
1980
Barry Wynveen and Margot Hoeksema 79, July 18,
1980, Holland, Mich.
Gregory Zinn and Pamela Gates 75, Aug. 16, 1980,
teaching spelling and reading in Borkeza, Lofa
County, Liberia.
The Rev. Robert Nienhuis 71 is senior pastor of
Bethel Baptist Church in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Douglas Tepper 71 is an automobile actuarial man-
ager for Foremost Insurance Company, Wyoming,
Mich.
Robert Cooper 72 is a partner in the law firm of
Schmidt, Hewlett, Van't Hof, Snell and Vana in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
The Rev. William Hill-Alto 72 is co-pastor with his
wife of Amity Reformed Church, Vischer Ferry, N.Y.
Dale Kooistra 72 is attending Stanford Medical
School.
Douglas Nelson 72 is in his second year of residency
in family practice at St. Lukes Hospital, Milwaukee,
Wise.
Mark Olthoff 72 is family services coordinator for ,
Starr Commonwealth for Boys, covering western
Michigan.
The Rev. David Bast 73 and The Rev. Timothy
Brown 73 are co-pastors of First Reformed Church in
South Holland, 111.
Carol Hector 73 Braaksma is head resident at the
Emersonian Dorm on Hope's campus.
Mark DeRoo 73 is an employment representative for
Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Mich.
J. Michael Doman 73 is city manager for Walled
Lake, Mich.
Michael Ebbers 73 is a computer engineer for IBM in
Akron, Ohio. He is also an avid barbershop singer.
Joanne Wennet 73 Ezinga, her husband Randy and
son Benjamin have a 31-acre farm. They hope to be-
come breeders of Toggenburg and Alpine goats.
Rebekah Spiekhout 73 Hezzel is vice president.
International Treasury Services, Bank of America, San
Francisco, Calif.
Greg Kalmbacher 73 is in Indonesia doing language
study work with Wycliffe Bible Translators.
Gregory Mann 73 is regional sales manager for John
Fluke Manufacturing Company in Dallas, Tex.
Derryl (Dee Dee) Stewart 73 is a staff attorney with
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Washington,
D.C.
Richard Vander Linde 73 has started R. Vander
Linde and Sons, a firm that sells sewer and water pipes
and accessories to contractors and municipalities.
Tom Vis 73 established a data base management
system program for E.G. & G. Washington Analytical
Services Center, Inc. in Washington, D.C. He also set
up the computer terminal facilities in satellite offices in
Norfolk, Va.
Janice Wortelboer 73 Wierenga is librarian at BASF
Wyandotte Corporation in Holland, Mich.
A. Jeffery Winne 73 is territory manager for Her-
man Miller, Inc. in Kansas City, Kan.
John Wyns 73 is a fourth grade teacher at New Era,
Mich, public schools. He was recently appointed to
Oceana County's Mental Health Services Board.
backlogue
George Arwady '69 has been named editor and
publisher of The Muskegon Chronicle. Arwady,
a former anchor editor, was metropolitan editor
of The Chronicle before becoming editor of The
Saginaw News four years ago.
In accepting the position, Arwady commented
that the city of Muskegon "has tremendous po-
tential, both economically and socially. It has
more going for it than 1 think some of its citizens
realize."
He began his career as a journalist in 1969,
starting as a reporter with The Kalamazoo
Gazette. He became an editorial writer in 1970
and was named associate news editor there in
1975. He has returned to Hope several times to
address students.
Arwady holds a master's degree from Colum-
bia University Graduate School of Journalism.
He is married to the former Mary Lynn Koop
'69. They have three children, Mary Allison,
100 years ago ----
Feb., March, 1881 — "How to read, what to
read" was the topic of consideration in Excel-
siora, the newspaper of the Hope Prep School.
Students were advised that half the newspapers
of the day were "not worth the paper they are
printed on." Moreover, it was argued at some
length, "novel reading can be overdone." Stu-
dents were told to read only the works of
novelists "who can be trusted, . . . and then only
in moderation." These included Dickens, Thac-
keray and Scott. "It has been said by good author-
ity that novel-reading pursued to excess has a
tendency to enfeeble the mind . . . ," concluded
the student literary critic, J. de Bruyn. "It
creates a craving for the sensational that never
leaves the mind."
A few weeks later another student, J. Does-
burg, countered with the argument that "there
is more to be learned from a novel than often
noticed" — including information about a par-
ticular region and "something of human na-
ture."
50 years ago. . . .
1930-1931 — A total of 547 volumes was added to
the library.
March, 1931 — The All-College Banquet and a
presentation of Julius Caesar by touring profes-
sionals highlighted the month's extracurricular
calendar.
10 years ago ____
March, 1971 — A new Dutch classic tracker
organ was given to Hope by an anonymous
donor.
Spring, 1971 — Hope's Counseling Center be-
came firmly established with the naming of a
fulltime director, Gary Demarest. The Center
was now able to expand its services to include a
wide range of career planning and placement
services, under ~
years m
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Theodore Boeve '74 is manager of financial and
budget analysis at Herman Miller, Inc. in Zeeland.
Mich.
Randy Braaksma '74 is in the marketing department
at Herman Miller, Inc. He and his wife Carol are also
head residents-at the Emersonian dorm on Hope's
campus.
Gail Ringsmith '74 Buis is a senior computer
programmer/analyst specializing in educational com-
puterized systems for colleges and universities for In-
formation Associates, Rochester, N.V.
Timothy Buis '74 is a computer programmer for
P-Cubed Data Design, a computer service bureau in
Rochester, N.Y.
Sue Drenkhan '74 completed work for special educa-
tion certification in the area of mental impairment
through Grand Valley State Colleges.
Rebecca Eisenbise '74 is a reading specialist for
grades 1-5 at Warwick School District, Lititz, Pa.
Justine Emerson '74 is a family nurse practitioner for
the state of Alaska in Juneau.
Josephine Filipek '74 received her real estate license
and is working with Gil Visser Realty, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Debra Johnson '74 is coordinator of the Cardiac Re-
habilitation Clinic at Hinsdale, III.
James Maciejko 74 has accepted a fellowship to Har-
vard Medical School where he will reside in the
psychobiology department of psychiatry.
Ken Meeuwsen 74 is lab/quality control manager for
Great Western Malting Company, Posstello, Idaho.
Douglas Peterman 74 is employed at the University
of Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation Center.
Jan Beukema 74 Smith was commissioned by
LaBarge Mirrors, Inc. in Holland, Mich, as a "hand
decorator."
Gary VanderVen 74 is news and public affairs direc-
tor of NPR Station KRWG. He also teaches journalism
at New Mexico State University, Las Ceuces.
The Rev. Roger White 74 was named social issues
secretary in the eastern region for the General Pro-
gram Council of the Reformed Church of America.
Linda Barthel 75 is women's fitness director and
aquatic director at the High Point, N.C., Y.M.C.A.
Gary Belanus 75 is department manager of seasonal,
garden supplies and trim-a-tree for Times Square
Stores Corporation.
Bradley Broekstra 75 is a petroleum geologist,
senior grade, with Amoco Production Company, New
Orleans, La.
Harvey Burkhour, Jr. 75 is western Michigan
branch director for the Michigan Protection and Advo-
cacy Service for Developmentally Disabled Citizens.
Carol Schellenberg 75 Chase is an associate attor-
ney with the law firm of Hess and Loeks in Grand
Ripids, Mich. She was admitted to the Michigan Bar in
Dec., 1980.
Stephen Donnelly 75 is working on Engineering
Applications in the Computer Center of Communica-
tions Satellite Corp., Clarksville, Md.
Charles Fjsher 75 is an analytical chemist for BASF
Wyandotte Corp. in Holland, Mich.
Deborah Norg 75 Gillam is a laboratory technician
in microbiology and pathogens lab at Upjohn Com-
pany, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Pam Leestma 75 is a 2nd grade teacher at Bellflower
(Calif.) Christian School.
Michael Sashenosky 75 is a vault keeper in Miami
(Fla.) Bank.
LT.jg. Joan Schramm 75 is stationed with UP-31, a
reconnaissance aircraft training squadron at Naval Air
Station Moffet Field, Calif.
Denise Sullivan 75 Talcott is an experimental
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metallurgist at AC Spark Plug.
Steven Van Doomik 75 is a resident in neurology at
the Neuropsychiatric Institute of U.C.L.A.
Lynne Blair 76 is teaching 7-12th grade science.
Jerry Boose 76 was awarded the Allegan County,
Mich. Health Department's "Rookie of the Year"
award. Qualifications for the award are "one to three
years experience as Sanitarian and significant con-
tributions to the field of Environmental Health at the
local level."
Beverly Kerlikowske 76 Daane is account execu-
tive and broadcast production supervisor for Justin
Ward Advertising in Lansing, Mich. She is also doing
free-lance radio and television talent work.
Jack DeRuiter 76 is a graduate student at the Medical
College of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth Univer-
sity in Richmond.
The Rev. David Gerber 76 was ordained to the
gospel ministry on Nov. 28, 1980, at the Delmar
(N.Y.) Reformed Church.
Diane Harvey 76 Krauszer is a senior at New
Brunswick (N.J.) Theological Seminary. •
Beverly Konoshita 76 Patton is with her husband
who is working in Ziguinchov, Republic of Seneque,
West Africa.
James Selbach 76 opened his law office in Syracuse,
Katherine Moores 76 Telma is teaching academi-
cally gifted ninth graders at the Traverse City, Mich,
area junior high school.
Jane Vandenberg 76 is a seventh and eighth grade
teacher at Inwood (Iowa) Christian School.
Barb Wrigley 76 is a marketing executive for Michi-
gan Bell in Detroit.
Mary Pyle 77 Bombara is assistant editor at Zonder-
van Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Diane Conklin 77 is teaching severely and pro-
foundly handicapped children in suburban Philadel-
phia.
Roberta Hoover 77 is a first lieutenant enrolled in
Squadron Officer's School at Duluth AFB, Minn.
Mich.
Lynn Davis '80 Jeffery graduated from the Flint
School of Medical Technology in Aug. and was cer-
tified by the American Society of Clinical Pathologists.
Arthur Kurtze '80 teaches math at Central Michigan
University while working on his master’s in C.P.S.
Kathy Nienhuis '80 Kurtze is teaching English as a
second language for Mt. Pleasant (Mich.) Schools
while working on her master's in M.I.
Cheryl Burchett '80 Myers is teaching kindergarten
at East Martin (Mich.) Christian School.
Paul Nora '80 is working on his M.D. degree at
Wayne State University School of Medicine.
Ross Nvkamp '80 teaches math and coaches junior
varsity football and baseball at Holland (Mich.) High
School. He is also working with the school's F.C.A.
group.
Luanne Rammaccia '80 is a computer programmer
trainee in the market research division of ABC, Inc.
Sue Schuurmans '80 is a director of children's minis-
try at Church of the Savior, Washington, D.C.
Timothy Sousley '80 is sports editor/photographer
for the Allegan County, Mich. News and Gazette.
Gary Van Dyke '80 is working with VISTA in Ore-
gon.
Lisle Westfall '80 is a kindergarten reading teacher in
Randolph Township, N.J. schools.
deaths
F. George Damson '12 died on January 31, 1981 in
Fullerton, Calif.
He attended music conservatories in Indianapolis
and Boston. At one time he directed orchestras at the
Macatawa Park, Mich. Hotel and the Knickerbocker
Theatre in Holland, Mich. He was a veteran of World
War I. He was head of the music department at West-
em State College in Colorado.
He is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Ray Arbuthnat.
Ward De Young '22 died in Saugatuck, Mich, on Jan .
31, 1981, of a heart attack.
Dr. De Young received his M.D. degree from Rush
Medical School. He practiced medicine in Glenwood,
Iowa prior to his retirement when he moved to
Saugatuck.
Among his survivors are his wife, Abigail, and a
son. Ward (Judd) '55.
Bertha Van Eldik '25 Downs died on Nov. 8, 1980,
in Saginaw, Mich.
Prior to her retirement in 1968 she was a guidance
counselor for the Lapeer Public Schools.
She is survived by her husband, Robert; a son,
Derek; a daughter, Mary Kay ; a brother, Herman Van /
Eldik; and a sister, Margaret Harmellink.-
Ernest E. Ellert, professor of German at Hope College
from 1947-1960, died on April 9, 1980, in Boulder,
Colo.
Among his survivors are his wife, Lois Vander
Meulen '36 Ellert.
John Henderson '36 died in Feb., 1980 in Lewiston,
N.Y.
He received his M.A. degree from Niagara Univer-
sity . He authored over 100 books, plays and stories for
teenagers.
Among his survivors are four children.
Ada Kole '14 Holstege died on Jan. 26, 1981 in
Holland, Mich.
She is survived by two daughters, Geneva De Waard
and Minnie Ribbons; and a son, Emerson Strong.
Herman M. Janssen '27 died on Dec. 30, 1980, in
Zeeland, Mich.
A graduate of McCormick Seminary, Rev. Janssen
retired from the active ministry in the Presbyterian
Church in 1971.
Among his survivors are his wife. May; two
daughters, Mary Hutchins and Elizabeth Koopman;
six brothers, John, William, Lee '33, Albert '35, Jay
and Virgil '49; and three sisters, Cathryn, Geneva,
and Henrietta Zeeuw.
Donald A. Kooiman '36 died in Holland, Mich, on
Jan. 24, 1981 following a lingering illness.
Prior to his illness he operated Kooiman Insurance
Agency in Zeeland, Mich.
Among his survivors are his wife, Mary; four
daughters, Barbara Hansen, Kathy Jorgensen, Mar-
garet Schweighafer, and Jann De Jonge; and a sister,
Helen Wedeven.
Dwight J. Mosier '25 died on Jan. 1, 1981, in Bay
City, Mich.
Dr. Mosier received his M.D. degree from Nonh-
westem University. He practiced medicine in Bay City
from 1930 until the time of his death.
son, Richard; a brother, Earl '30; and a sister, Mrs.
Myrth Huggins.
Christian Anyema John Nyimma 74 died on Dec.
7, 1980, in Austin, Tex.
He received his M.A. degree in English from West-
ern Illinois University. At the time of his death he was
completing work on his Ph.D. at the University of
Texas.
He is survived by his wife, Margaret.
Rani Peterson 76 died from cancer in Dec., 1980, in
Chicago.
Forrest R. Prindle '41 died on Nov. 10, 1980, in
Maywood, N.J.
Rev. Prindle received his B.D. degree from New
Brunswick Theological Seminary.
He was dean of boys at Annville Institute prior to
accepting the position of business administrator at the
Park Avenue Christian Church in New York. He held a
similar position in the Westfield, N.J, Presbyterian
Church. He was the administrator of the Irvington,
N.J. Home for the Aged. At the time of his death he
was the pastor of the First Reformed Church of Hac-
kensack, N.J.
Among his survivors are his wife, Nancy Boy ton '42
Prindle; a son, Roger 76; and two daughters, Nanci
McMorris and Barbara Prindle-Eaton.
Celia Schepers died on January 30, 1981 in Grand
Rapids, Mien.
She was the Emersonian fraternity's housemother
during the early 1940's.
Juanita Hubble '51 Shaw died on Sept. 7, 1980, in
Springfield, Va. after a long illness.
Among her survivors is her husband, Henry '49.
Arthur J. Ter Keurst '32 died on January 11, 1981 in
Warrensburg, Mo.
He received his master's degree in Education from
Northwestern University in -1933. He earned his
Ph.D. at Northwestern in 1937. ’
Prior to his retirement he was chairman of the Psy-
chology Department at Central Missouri State Uni-
versity. Dr. Ter Keurst was a Fulbright lecturer at the
University of Dacca in Pakistan in 1952-53.
He is survived by his wife, Ruth Laug '24 Ter
Keurst.
Helen Sprietsma '33 Wolf died on Dec. 22, 1980, in
Evanston. III.
She received her M.B.A. from Northwestern Uni-
versity Graduate School of Management in 1939.
She retired from a teaching career in Illinois in 1974.
She was a reading specialist and had published articles
and books in her field.
Her survivors include her husband, Carl ; a son Ger-
rit '63; and a daughter, Gretchen Hargis.
Chester L. Yntema '26 died on Nov. 29, 1980, in
Syracuse, N.Y.
Professor Yntema received his Ph.D. from Yale
University. He was professor emeritus of anatomy and
former dean of the State University Upstate Medical
Center. He was a member of the Amencan Assoaation
of Anatomists and the Marine Biological Lab in Woods
Hole, Mass, and had published more than 40 papers on
embryology.
Among his survivors are his wife, Elizabeth; a





As he tells it: last summer, as he walked across
campus and checked the progress of all manner
of construction (the Voorhees restoration, the
Van Vleck renovation, the clearing of the Van
Raalte site, the interior remodeling of the De-
Witt Center, the 12th Street landscaping), a
pesky little question repeatedly formed in the
back of President Gordon Van Wylen's mind.
“Who's paying for all of this?"
Meanwhile, back at the Business Office, the
cash flow for these and all the College's more
regular expenses was being ably handled by
Hope's two financial wizards — soft-spoken,
somewhat methodical men in shirtsleeves and
conservative ties who,, underneath it all, are an
unusual brand of thrill seeker.
Bill Anderson, Hope's vice president for busi-
ness and finance, left his job at General Motors
14 years ago because, he says, there things were
too predictable and certain.
"I would be bored without challenges and un-
certainty," he says today, without regrets.
Barry Werkman, the College's business man-
ager, taught accounting to Hope business and
economics students for two years before crossing
over to an administrative position in the Busi-
ness Office in 1969.
"The predictability of accounting was the
main reason I left," he notes. "Although 1 en-
joyed the contact with the students , there simply
was not enough variety of experiences."
Both found the variety, challenges and ex-
citement of their hankerings within the financial
ledgers of Hope College. If one considers that to
be an unlikely source for anything other than
ho-hum, consider these facts: this year, Hope's
operating budget is at the $15 million mark; the
College's operating funds are divided into over
100 separate accounts ; at times of tuition collec-
tion, it's not unusual to have a daily cash flow of
$400,000 ; the monthly payroll amounts to
$600,000. Clearly, we are not talking about
small change here.
To this scope, add these considerations: the
annual budget is set with only a 1 percent con-
tingency rate; that after 13 years of achieving
balanced budgets, there is strong pressure to
maintain that tradition ; with nearly 75 percent of
operating expenses coming from student fees,
maintaining enrollment — Respite a decreasing
pool of college-age adults — is the key to financial
stability ; that continued inflation and decreases in
federal and state education-related programs are
seemingly unavoidable, developments which
will greatly affect College finances; and, to add
some doomsday drama, here and there small
private colleges are closing down and experts
predict that more will meet that fate in the dec-
ade ahead.
Given all of the above, anyone who recently
has struggled to keep the family or business
budget on an even keel would probably conclude
that Anderson's and Workman's jobs must be
among the most stress-filled in academia.
Apparently not. Both appear to be up-
flappable, completely on top of things. Part of
that calmness comes from confidence in them-
selves and each other. Having consciously
sought challenges, they both obviously consider
themselves up to dealing with them. A larger
part of their confidence stems from a faith in
Hope College and its financial state of being.
During their careers at Hope, these two have
helped to skillfully build stability, starting with
nothing but debt. Over the years, they have
become Hope's gurus of dollars and cents and, as
such, are now successfully guiding the College
through some perilous times for private higher
education.
Although there is a fairly decisive division of
tasks between the two, they still work together
closely and, over the years, have traded specific
responsibilities to assure that they both have a
broad understanding of the College's total finan-
cial status. Currently, Werkman is handling the
more immediate issues of financial manage-
ment, and Anderson is concentrating on overall
financial planning and campus development.
What are the most common causes of financial
difficulty among colleges like Hope?
"Poor planning or little attention to planning.
Overbuilding, in some cases. A lack of financial
controls," responds Anderson, with no hesita-
tion.
How has Hope managed to avoid these diffi-
culties? Basically, with one eye always on the
cash flow and another on what's happening in
the werld that might influence American econ-
omy and society in the months and years ahead.
Although last summer Hope seemed to be
face-lifting nearly every inch of the campus, a
judicious approach to plant development has
been characteristic. (Many of these summer
projects were the result of the two major fires
which hit Hope last spring.) Overbuilding has
been avoided through a policy of deferring con-
struction until funds are in hand. (Borrowing
has been done to construct residential facilities
thrust in building these models is anticipation.
"The external forces that affect our budget are
so great," Anderson points out. "For example,
we ourselves can't do a lot to prevent the infla-
tion rate. We can conserve, wherever possible,
but the rate of inflation is beyond our internal
control. We are affected by the unemployment
rate, government spending levels, changes in
government administration, and many other
factors. We can't control those things, but we try
to predict as much as possible — to look down the
road and see what things may be occurring."
Long-range planning resulting in the College's
investing in its own primary power in 1976 and
purchasing its own phone system a year later. It
is estimated that these purchases have saved the
College $120,000 in energy costs per year to date.
In a way, Hope's methods of financial planning
are based on pessimism. For example, the Col-
lege has been advised that energy costs for next
year could increase up to 20 percent. Therefore,
Anderson and Werkman are building that full
percentage increase into next year's budget. If
energy costs turn out to be up by only 10 to 15
percent, that will make for a pleasant surprise ; if
they increase a full 20 percent, the College will
be prepared. Similarly, this year $25,000 was
invested in the complete reworking and
waterproofing of the masonry of Graves Hall.
Rather than deciding to "wait and see" and
chancing an advanced state of deterioration at a
which threatened to capture the approval of •'
Michigan voters last November — will likely
crop up repeatedly in coming years. Although
tax reform poses its biggest threats to public ;
universities, private institutions like Hope also j
have brewing tempests with which they must -
begin to cope. Government, which has played a
starring role in American education for the past
two decades, is expected to depart from some of
its traditional methods of support. With a level- r
ing off of federal and state funds for financial aid ;
a likely development, Hope will be asked to ,;:;J
shoulder a larger portion of its student body's
financial aid needs. Already this year there was a
39 percent increase over the amount of College
dollars spent for 1979-80 financial aid. "We
can't continue to have those kinds of increases," ~
says Anderson, with an intended edge of em-
phasis.
So where's the money going to come from?
A larger endowment would help some (a $10
million endowment would result in about a $100
decrease per student, say Anderson and -
Werkman). But Hope's financial experts both
suspect that the only real answer is a new ap-
proach to financial aid.
"We hope the government will continue to
help all students and continue to rank education
as a high priority," says Anderson. "But, look- _ *
ing realistically at the new administration and at
the history of the financial aid process, we have
For more than a decade Bill Anderson (left) and Barry Werkman have skillfully managed Hope's finances. They are pictured retrieving
documents damaged in Van Raalte Hall fire last Spring.
because students — and others — pay to use them
and thus the debts are self-liquidating over the
years.) In the case of the Peale Science Center,
completed in 1973, money was borrowed be-
cause a very attractive, 40-year, 3 percent inter-
est government loan was available. But the Dow
Center (1978) was funded through contribu-
tions, as was the Van Vleck renovation (the sec-
ond, post-fire renovation of this oldest building
on campus was, of course, paid for by insurance
proceeds). The Phelps Hall dining room project
was funded by contributions and the 12th Street
landscaping work was paid for by proceeds from
the recent sale of Marigold Lodge to Herman
Miller, Inc. The remodeling of DeWitt last
summer to create administrative offices was
funded with Van Raalte fire insurance proceeds.
The sale of tax-exempt. State of Michigan bonds
is providing funds for the current renovation of
Voorhees Hall and the College hopes to raise
enough money to establish a sinking fund for the
long-term maintenance of the building, so that
student revenues can be used to pay off the
bonds.
Hope operates on a one-year planning model
that is highly detailed. This is augmented by a
broader, five-year look to the future. The key
time when the College might not be able to
afford to replace the now 87-year-old building,
Anderson and Werkman decided the work
should not be postponed.
"Hope is totally against the philosophy of
deferred maintenance," says Anderson. "In
many ways, education is like a product and that
product has to work. You have to make sure your
maintenance needs are covered." (According to
recent reports in national publications, cutbacks
in maintenance budgets at many campuses have
resulted in the ivy on buildings serving to
camouflage more than decorate.)
Day-to-day decisions, like long-range plan-
ning, have far-reaching effect. For instance, by
utilizing the cash flow for temporary invest-
ments at times when interest rates are favorable,
the College's income is increased. (Last year,
over $300,000 in interest was earned from these
kinds of investments.) The result is decreased
cost to students.
Concern for increasing costs — which must be
largely passed down to students — provides a
built-in incentive to operate the College as eco-
nomically as possible without lowering the qual-
ity of education.
Taxpayer revolts — such as the Tisch Proposal
trouble-believing the same amount of dollars is
going to be there in the future."
What that could mean for Hope is that the
College, while remaining committed to the no-
tion of an economically "mixed" student body,
would find itself confronted with the reality of
having to attract more students who would be
able to pay their own way.
"Our goal is to maintain the type of student
body we have today," says Werkman. "How-
ever, we need to increase the number of appli-
cants. We believe that by increasing both the
number and the quality of applicants, we might
be able to have a student body that is less needy
overall."
Anderson adds further clarification: "It ap-
pears likely that we will have to become more
selective when it comes to what we call our "full
need student," particulary those from outside of
the state of Michigan. Such students have a
heavy dependency on College funds. If we're
going to invest in such a student, we'll want to be
pretty sure that student is going to make it
through college. In essense, what we're talking
about is being good stewards of the resources
we have."
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